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Facing the grim prospect of
eviction in the biting cold,

nearly  5,000 families of
Haldwani in Uttarakhand will
anxiously await  the outcome of
the Supreme Court’s  proceed-
ings on Thursday to know
their fate.

The  top court will hear
their  plea challenging the
Uttarakhand High Court’s
(HC) plea directing the
removal of encroachments

from 29 acres of Railway land
in Haldwani on Thursday.

A Bench comprising Chief
Justice DY Chandrachud and
Justices SA Nazeer and PS
Narasimha posted the matter
for hearing after advocate
Prashant Bhushan mentioned
the matter. Bhushan submitted
that the case — of more than

5,000 houses in Haldwani
being demolished — is similar
to the matter scheduled to be
heard on Thursday. 

The apex court agreed to
tag the matter and posted the
matter for hearing on
Thursday.

The Uttarakhand HC on
December 20 ordered the

removal of encroachments
from 29 acres of Railway land
in the town’s Banbhoolpura
area after giving a week’s
advance notice to encroachers
to vacate it.

Thousands of residents of
Banbhoolpura had protested
the removal of encroachments,
saying it would render them
homeless and jeopardise the
future of their schoolgoing
children. The move will affect
a large number of women,
children and the elderly.

The HC had issued a direc-
tive in this matter saying that
the  Railway authorities in
coordination with the District
Administration, and if need be,
with any other paramilitary
forces, shall immediately, after
giving a week’s notice to the
occupants over the Railways’
land, ask them to vacate the
land within the aforesaid peri-
od.   Continued on Page 2
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The Rahul Gandhi-led
‘Bharat Jodo Yatra’ of the

Congress party resumed its
Hindi heartland journey on
Wednesday from Baghpat in
western Uttar Pradesh  amidst
a rousing welcome by farmers
and political party workers
including those  from the RLD
and the Samajwadi Party.

The foot march started in
biting cold as scheduled at 6
AM with a fireworks display.
Later  farmers, who conducted
a year-long protest against the
controversial farm laws,  wel-
comed the former Congress
president with tractors filled
with four quintal of flowers.

Addressing a public event
at Baraut in Baghpat, Rahul
said the purpose of the yatra is
to remove fear from the peo-
ple’s minds and highlight issues
like price rise and unemploy-
ment.

Amid raging talks about
his wearing T-shirt in the win-
ter during the yatra, Rahul

Gandhi said the media is high-
lighting his attire but “taking no
notice of the poor farmers and

labourers walking along with
me in torn clothes”.

Continued on Page 2
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Nidhi, the so-called “friend”
of Anjali Singh, the 20-

year-old hit and drag victim,
was in the spotlight on
Wednesday. The family doctor
of the victim denied she was
under any influence of alcohol
at the time of her tragic acci-
dent and cited that the post
mortem report, too, had no
mention of it, contradicting
Nidhi’s claims in this regard a
day earlier.

While the Delhi
Commission for Women
(DCW) chief Swati Maliwal
called for a probe against the
“friend”, the victim’s family
said Nidhi was lying and
should be charged with murder.

The family also demanded a
CBI inquiry into Anjali’s death.

Anjali’s family said they
had never seen or heard of the
“friend” who was with the 20-
year-old killed when she was
dragged under the car. Anjali’s
mother told reporters that her

daughter has never had alcohol
in her life. “I never seen or
heard of Nidhi. She never vis-
ited our home. She is lying. My
daughter never consumed alco-
hol. She never came home
drunk. Nidhi is lying,” Rekha
Devi said. Contd on Page 2
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The Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) will send 18

more companies (1,800 per-
sonnel) to Jammu and Kashmir
(J&K) following the recent
back-to-back killings of six
people  in Rajouri district in
Jammu division. The addi-
tional 18 companies will be
deployed mainly in Poonch and
Rajouri districts. While eight
companies will be deployed  by
pooling in personnel from
nearby locations of deploy-
ment in J&K, another 10 CRPF
companies will be rushed from
Delhi, officials said.

The move comes amid
Intelligence inputs about a like-
ly terror attack in Jammu
region. This prompted the
Union Home Ministry to issue
an order for mobilisation of

more forces for deployment in
Jammu. Six people, including
two children, were killed and
many others injured in two
separate terror attacks in Upper
Dangri Village in Rajouri dis-
trict on Sunday evening and
early on Monday morning.

In Monday’s attack, two
minors were killed and sever-
al others injured after a sus-
pected IED exploded in the vil-
lage and another suspected
IED was spotted in the area
near the village which is about
eight km from Rajouri town.
The explosion took place near
the house where four civilians
were killed and many more
were injured by terrorists in a
targeted shooting incident on
Sunday evening. About 12 were
injured in the two attacks. The
injured victims are undergoing
treatment in Jammu hospital. 
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After public outrage, Air
India has banned for 30

days an inebriated male pas-
senger who urinated over a
senior citizen woman passen-
ger seated in the business class
section on a flight from John F
Kennedy International Airport
in New York  to Delhi.

Shockingly,  the said pas-
senger walked scot-free after
the flight landed in Delhi
despite his obnoxious behav-
iour and the crew made no
efforts to rope in the police to
have him detained.  

Now, two months after the
shocking incident, the Delhi

Police has  registered a case on
a complaint by Air India. The
National Commission for
Women (NCW) has  asked the
Chairman, Air India to inter-
vene in the matter and sought
a detailed action taken report
in the next seven days.

The incident happened on
Air India flight AI-102  from
New York to Delhi two month
back on November 26. The
Directorate General of Civil
Aviation (DGCA) has sought a
report of the incident from the
airline in the matter. 

After banning the passen-
ger in question for 30 days, the
airline has constituted an inter-
nal committee to probe lapses
on part of its crew and “address
the deficiencies that delayed
quick redressal of the situation.” 

According to police,  based
on the complaint of the victim
given to Air India, a case has
been registered against the
man. Detailed story on P4
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As frosty winds from the
Himalayas swept through

the Indo-Gangetic plains,  the
cold wave intensified its grip on
much of north and Central
India. Delhi witnessed one of
its coldest days of the season on
Wednesday as the minimum
temperature settled at 4.4
degrees Celsius, making the
city colder than Dharamsala,
Nainital and Dehradun. There
will not be any let up  in the
cold wave for the next three to
four days. Dense fog and low
visibility has affected road, rail
and air traffic across north
India. The India Meteorological
Department (IMD) shared
satellite images that showed a
thick layer of fog over the
Indo-Gangetic plains and
adjoining central and eastern
parts of the country. The IMD
predicted dense to very dense
fog in the night/morning across
Punjab, Haryana, Uttar
Pradesh (UP) and Bihar for the
next three days. 

“Dense fog layer persists
over Indo-Gangetic plains. It is
likely to persist for the next

two-three days and gradually
reduce thereafter,” it said.  

A giant layer of fog also
enveloped north India and
adjoining areas on Wednesday
morning. The IMD also issued
an advisory saying the dense
fog conditions may affect some
airports, highways and railway
routes in the areas of these met-
sub-divisions, difficult driving
conditions with slower journey
times and some road traffic col-

lisions were also predicted. In
the power sector, there are
chances of tripping of power
lines in the very dense fog
routes.

The weather condition is
expected to aggravate  health
issues like lung-related prob-
lems. “Dense fog contains par-
ticulate matter and other pol-
lutants and in case of exposure
to the fog it gets lodged in the
lungs, clogging them and

decreasing their functional
capacity which increases
episodes of wheezing, cough-
ing and shortness of breath,” it
said. Taking note of the cold
wave conditions, the UP
Government has extended the
winter vacation for primary
schools while it changed the
school timings with educa-
tional institutes slated to hold
classes from 10 AM to 2 PM.

Continued on Page 2
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The Maharashtra
Government’s ambitious

Greenfield airport proposal
for Chandrapur has been put
on hold after The Forest
Advisory Committee (FAC)
red-flagged it on the ground
that the project fell within the
tiger corridor. The green panel
said the diversion of nearly
63.540 hectares of forest land
would threaten the free move-
ment of the Big Cats in the
region. The FAC, under the
Union Environment Ministry
also said if given go ahead, the
airport will further lead to
infrastructural development
like roads, hotels and other res-
idential/commercial areas in
and around the proposed site.

“This may have an adverse
impact on tiger movement in
the project area which falls
within the Tiger Corridors of
Eastern Vidharbha Landscape,”
said panel members.

Continued on Page 2
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The Union Cabinet on
Wednesday approved Rs

19,744 crore incentive plan to
promote the manufacturing of
green hydrogen in the country
in a bid to cut emissions. 

The Cabinet meeting
chaired by Prime Minister
Narendra Modi also approved
Rs 2,500 crore to upgrade
Prasar Bharati’s Doordarshan
and All India Radio networks
across the country. This scheme
also includes free distribution
of over eight lakh Free Dish set
top boxes of Doordarshan to
people living in remote, tribal,
naxal affected areas and border
areas. Information and
Broadcasting Minister Anurag
Thakur said the National Green
Hydrogen Mission is expected
to attract Rs 8 lakh crore of
investment in the green hydro-
gen chain.  India aims to pro-
duce 5 million tonnes of green
hydrogen per annum in next
five years.  Contd on Page 2
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In a big relief for Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath,

the  Supreme Court on
Wednesday stayed the
Allahabad High Court (HC)
order directing the Uttar
Pradesh (UP) Government to
hold pending urban local body
polls without any reservation
for Other Backward Classes
(OBCs).

The apex court permitted
the State Government to
appoint administrators to run
the affairs of the local bodies
after the expiry of tenure of
elected representatives. The
Bench of Chief Justice of India
DY Chandrachud and Justice
PS Narasimha said holding
elections without reservation
for OBCs would not be correct,
even as a constitutional vacu-
um in terms of vacant seats
cannot be allowed. 

The top court’s order will
help Yogi Adityanath to silence
his political critics who have
been accusing him of not rep-
resenting the case  properly in
the HC  and hatching a con-
spiracy to end the OBC reser-
vation. The Bench took note of
the submissions of Solicitor-
General Tushar Mehta, appear-
ing for the UP Government

and directed that a panel
appointed by the Government
will have to decide the OBC
quota related issues for the local
bodies’ poll by March 31, 2023.
The Bench also said that hold-
ing elections without reserva-
tion for OBCs would not be
correct, even as a constitutional
vacuum in terms of vacant
seats cannot be allowed. The
Court directed that the admin-
istrators will not be empowered
to take major policy decisions. 

“Pending further orders,
such direction shall remain
stayed. To ensure that admin-
istration of local bodies is not
hampered, the Government
will be at liberty to issue dele-
gation and financial powers.
This is subject to the caveat that
no major policy decision shall
be taken by the administrator,”
the top court ordered. 

The Judges while passing
orders asked Mehta, how much
time the panel would take to
decide the OBC quota related
issues.

“But can there be a consti-
tutional vacuum for three

months? Again, holding polls
without OBCs will not be cor-
rect since a large part will go
unrepresented. Cannot the
commission form a prelimi-
nary report?,” asked the CJI. 

The Lucknow Bench of
the HC, comprising Justices
Saurabh Lavania and DK
Upadhyaya had, on December
27, directed the State Election
Commission (SEC) to con-
duct elections on an immedi-
ate basis without OBC reser-
vation, since the concerned
State notification failed to ful-
fill the triple test formula laid
down by the Supreme Court.
The judges had, however,
directed the authorities to
include reservation for women
as per the Constitution. 

The HC had quashed a
Government notification dated
December 5, issued by the
Department of Urban
Development, noting that the
Government intended to con-
duct local body elections after
reserving four Mayor seats in
the State for OBCs. 

Continued on Page 2
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From Page 1
If the occupants/encroach-

ers, fail to vacate the premis-
es, and land in dispute of the
Railways, after being noticed,
it will be open for the Railway
Authorities, that they in joint
coordination with the local
Police, District Magistrate,
Senior Superintendent 174 of
Police and other Para Military
Forces, as referred to above,
will initiate immediate action
and take a forceful possession
of the occupied land from
such occupants/encroachers.

C) The statutory authori-
ties as referred to above, will
demolish or remove the unau-
thorised structures, which have
been raised by the encroachers
on the railways land.

The court also allowed
the  Railways to use  force to
demolish the structure and to
take in possession the property
of the railways. The unautho-
rised occupants will have to
bear the cost of such an exer-
cise.

From Page 1
The Court had observed

that the State has not set up a
dedicated Commission for con-
ducting an empirical study
into the nature and implica-
tions of backwardness for the
purposes of providing reser-
vation to OBCs in the local self-
government institutions, and
thereby has not made necessary
changes to the statutory pre-
scriptions.

From Page 1
According to railway

spokesperson, at least 19 trains
to Delhi were delayed by one-
and-a-half to four-and-a-half
hours due to the foggy weath-
er. Several flights have report-
ed to have delayed or resched-
uled at several airports. The
Palam observatory at the
Indira Gandhi International
Airport logged a visibility level
of 200 metres at 5.30 am.

'Cold day' conditions had
gripped Delhi on Wednesday
with the maximum tempera-
ture dropping five degrees
below normal at many places
in the national capital, includ-
ing Lodhi Road, Palam,
Jafarpur and Mayur Vihar.

The Capital’s minimum
temperature was lower than
that of Dharamsala (5.2
degrees), Nainital (6 degrees)
and Dehradun (4.5 degrees).
The Ridge observatory near
Delhi University recorded a
cold wave with a minimum
temperature of 3.3 degrees
Celsius, the lowest in the
national capital on Wednesday.

The maximum tempera-
ture in the city settled at 16.5
degrees Celsius, three notch-
es lower than the normal for
this time of the year, said the
IMD. Delhi’s base station,
Safdurjung Observatory,
recorded 100 per cent humid-
ity in the weather at 8:30 am
and 75 per cent at 5:30 pm, the
IMD said.

On the other hand, accord-

ing to the data released by the
IMD, the observatories at,
Jafarpur, Ayanagar, Najafgarh,
SPS Mayur Vihar, Palam, and
Lodhi Road recorded the min-
imum temperatures of 6.4
degrees Celsius, 4.4 degrees
Celsius, 8 degrees Celsius, 6.8
degrees Celsius, 7.2 degrees
Celsius and 5.7 degrees Celsius
respectively.

Senior IMD Scientist RK
Jenamani said that the cold
wave is prevailing in the
national capital and maxi-
mum temperatures are also
low, leading to cold day con-
ditions. Most places are likely
to record maximum tempera-
tures between 13 degrees and
15 degrees Celsius".

“However, there has been
an improvement in Delhi's
fog condition,” he said.

"Cold wave and cold day
conditions are predicted to
continue for the next 24 to 48
hours though there will be
some improvement under the
influence of a fresh Western
Disturbance, which is likely to
affect northwest India starting
January 7," Jenamani said.

Meanwhile, the Delhi
Pollution Control Committee
on Wednesday advised resi-
dent welfare associations,
institutions and other estab-
lishments to provide electric
heaters, blankets and warm
clothes to security guards to
prevent open burning of bio-
mass as a cold wave sweeps
through the capital.
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Taking potshots at the

media, Rahul said, "I call them
'mitra' (friend) but they are not
performing the duty of a
friend as they do not raise the
real issues out of fear of their
bosses. Since the media is not
highlighting the issues of peo-
ple, we thought of raising
matters relating to demoneti-
sation, wrong GST, price rise,
unemployment in the
Parliament, but there the mike
was switched off. So we

thought let 's  walk from
Kanyakumari to Kashmir, lis-
ten to the people," Rahul told
at nukkad sabha.

After a brief address at the
meeting, Rahul left for Delhi
to see his mother and former
Congress chief Sonia Gandhi
who was hospitalized due to
viral infection. Party said he
will lead the yatra towards
Haryana again on Thursday
morning.

The farmers who had
received immense support

from the Congress and Rahul
Gandhi, said the Gandhi scion
should walk not on the streets
but on a path of flowers and so
they got four quintals of flow-
ers to the yatra. Nonetheless,
the youth Congress party
workers from Rahul’s tradi-
tional Lok Sabha constituency
Amethi in UP, walked in the
Uttar Pradesh leg of the march
donning white T-shirts, an
attire that has been the talk of
the country both political and
social.

Acharya Satyendra Das,
chief priest of the Ram
Janmabhoomi Temple and
Champat Rai, secretary of the
Shri Ram Janmabhoomi Teerth
Kshetra Trust, also lauded
Rahul for undertaking the
Bharat Jodo Yatra, saying he is
walking in harsh weather and
that must be appreciated. His
comments came a day after
Acharya Satyendra Das
"blessed" Rahul for the Yatra.

"I thank the young man
who is walking on foot in the

country, I appreciate his move.
There is nothing wrong in it. I
am the worker of RSS and the
RSS never condemned Bharat
Jodo Yatra," Rai said in reply to
a question from reporters about
the Yatra. Another senior
trustee of Ram Mandir Trust
Govind Dev Giri also hailed
Bharat Jodo Yatra. "I pray to
Lord Rama to bless him so that
the nation remain united,
strong and harmonious. Bharat
Jodo is a good slogan and
India must unite," he said.

Rahul, Congress chief
spokesman Jairam Ramesh
and the party's Uttar Pradesh
unit chief Brijlal Khabri, were
also present. Local leaders
and activists, including RLD
district unit chief Rampal
Dhama and local leaders of
the Samajwadi Party, joined
the yatra.

Congress had earlier
claimed that RLD chief Jayant
Chaudhary would also take
part in the yatra. However,
RLD National Secretary Anil

Dubey said it was unlikely as
Chaudhary was currently
abroad.

Iconic Indian shooter 85
year Prakashi Tomar, who is
also considered as one of old-
est sharpshooters of the world,
joined Rahul. Noted actor
Kamya Panjabi also walked
along Rahul in Baghpat area.
The yatra will travel though
Uttar Pradesh for two days and
will enter Haryana's Panipat by
Thursday evening via Baghpat
and Shamli.

Over 1,200 party workers
from Amethi, the erstwhile
Congress bastion which elect-
ed Rahul Gandhi to
Parliament three times in a
row before his defeat in 2019,
joined the march at
Ghaziabad's Loni border.
According to Amethi district
Congress chief Pradeep
Singhal, the party workers are
likely to interact with Rahul
Gandhi and urge him to con-
test the 2024 Lok Sabha elec-
tions from Amethi.
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"Nidhi and her family

should have informed the
police about the incident.
Nidhi should be interrogated.
She too is involved. We
demand CBI enquiry in the
case," Anjali's maternal uncle
Prem told media persons.

The FSL report has
revealed that the victim was
stuck onto the front wheel of
the vehicle. The report said
most of the blood stains were
found behind the front left
wheel and that, so far, there are
no signs to indicate that the
woman was inside the car.  

The FSL report said blood
stains were also found on
other parts under the car. The
forensic lab is expected to
submit three reports to the
Delhi Police

Anjali's family doctor
Bhupesh said according to the
autopsy report, there was food
inside the stomach. "If she had
been drunk, the report would
have mentioned the presence
of a chemical. But the report
says only food has been detect-
ed (inside the stomach).

Bhupesh said this was not

a normal murder.  "A murder
is considered sadistic when a
victim is brutally tortured
before death. As per the autop-
sy report, she suffered 40
injuries," the doctor said.

Recalling the fateful night,
Anjali's friend, who was traced
by the police after they exam-
ined the CCTV footage, said
they had gone to meet some
friends at a hotel on New
Year's  eve and alleged that
despite being "drunk", the vic-
tim wanted to ride the scoot-
er after the party.

Contrary to other eyewit-
ness accounts, Nidhi asserted
that no music was playing in
the car that hit them and
claimed that the driver was
aware that Anjali was being
dragged under the wheels.

(DCW) chief Swati
Maliwal urged people to stop
questioning the morals of the
victim in the aftermath of
claims made by Nidhi.
"Anjali's friend has put the
blame on her. She was with
Anjali when the accident hap-
pened. She left from the spot
and went home. Didn't she feel
the need to inform (the) police

or Anjali's family about what
had happened? 

"She could have followed
the car that was dragging
Anjali, who must have been
crying for help. She could
have done something so that
Anjali's life could have been
saved. What kind of friend is
she?," Maliwal said.

"She died a painful death.
She was dragged on Delhi's
roads for 12 kilometres and
her body was found naked.
The claims of her friend need
to be investigated. Anjali
should not be blamed for what
happened to her. The accused
should be hanged," she added.

"According to the prelim-
inary findings, there are no
signs that the woman was pre-
sent inside the car. Blood stains
were also found on parts under
the car," sources said. 

The forensic lab is expect-
ed to submit three reports to
the Delhi Police in connection
with the case, they said. Of the
three reports that are to be
submitted, the first reports
deals with the blood samples
taken from the accident spot,
another with the blood sam-

ples collected from the five
accused, and the third on
recreation of the crime scene,
they said.

Sanjeev Gupta, head of
the crime scene management
division at FSL said, "On
Wednesday, our four-mem-
ber team went to Sultanpuri
police station to re-examine
the offending vehicle as part of
investigation."

The blood samples of the
five accused were received on
Tuesday to ascertain if it has
alcohol traces, the official said.
Deepa Verma, Director, FSL
said, "The case has been taken
on priority and we will be sub-
mitting the reports at the ear-
liest."

Anjali was killed in the
early hours of the New Year
after her scooter was hit by a
car, which dragged her for 12
kilometres. Her body was
found in outer Delhi 's
Kanjhawala.  Five men who
were allegedly in the car have
been booked for culpable
homicide among other sec-
tions. All five accused were
sent to three-day police cus-
tody on Monday.
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The incentives would help

bring down the cost, he said,
detailing the Mission. 

Carbon-free hydrogen,
which can be used as fuel in
automobiles and as an energy
source in industries such as oil
refineries and steel plants, is
produced by splitting water.
When electricity generated
from renewable sources such as
the sun is used to split water
through electrolysis, green
hydrogen is produced. Oxygen
is a by-product of such a
process. 

"The initial outlay for the
mission will be Rs 19,744 crore,
including an outlay of Rs
17,490 crore for the SIGHT
programme, Rs 1,466 crore for
pilot projects, Rs 400 crore for
R&D, and Rs 388 crore towards
other mission components.
The Ministry of New and
Renewable Energy (MNRE)
will formulate the scheme
guidelines for implementation.

"The mission seeks to pro-
mote development of green
hydrogen production capacity
of at least 5 MMT (Million

Metric Tonnes) per annum
with an associated renewable
energy capacity addition of
about 125 GW in the country
by 2030," said Government in
statement. 

Several nations have
already come up with green
hydrogen subsidy and support
programmes. Recently, the US
announced a big support plan
for clean hydrogen through
Inflation Reduction Act.
Germany, UK and Japan are
also providing support to clean
hydrogen through State sup-
port programmes.  The mission
will have wide ranging benefits
-- creation of export opportu-
nities for green hydrogen and
its derivatives; decarbonisa-
tion of industrial, mobility and
energy sectors; reduction in
dependence on imported fos-
sil fuels and feedstock; devel-
opment of indigenous manu-
facturing capabilities; creation
of employment opportunities;
and development of cutting-
edge technologies, an official
statement said. 

The Mission will also sup-
port pilot projects in emerging

end-use sectors and production
pathways. Regions capable of
supporting large scale produc-
tion and/or utilisation of
hydrogen will be identified
and developed as Green
Hydrogen Hubs, the minister
added. 

"The BIND (Broadcasting
Infrastructure and Network
Development) scheme is the
vehicle for providing financial
support to Prasar Bharati for
expenses related to expansion
and upgradation of its broad-
casting infrastructure, content
development and civil work
related to the organisation," the
I&B Ministry said in a state-
ment.

"Prasar Bharati, as the pub-
lic broadcaster of the country,
is the most important vehicle of
information, education, enter-
tainment and engagement for
the people especially in the
remote areas of the country
through Doordarshan and All
India Radio (AIR). Prasar
Bharati played a stellar role in
communicating health mes-
sages and awareness to the
public during the Covid pan-

demic," said Thakur. 
The BIND scheme will

enable the public broadcaster to
undertake a major upgradation
of its facilities with better infra-
structure which will widen its
reach, including in the LWE
(Left Wing Extremism), border
and strategic areas and provide
high quality content to the
viewers.  Purchase of OB vans
and digital upgradation of DD
and AIR studios to make them
HD ready will also be done as
part of the project. Thakur said
the scheme envisions how
Doordarshan should be 20
years from now.

"Prasar Bharti is the pub-
lic broadcaster...It is not just
about profit making. The aim
is to ensure information
regarding the Government's
work and schemes reaches
people. Different reports have
pointed at the quality of con-
tent, whether it is Doordarshan
or AIR," said Thakur, adding
both DD and AIR are also
available on mobile phones.
"We are planning how DD
should look 20 years from
now," he said.
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The Delhi Metro Rail
Corporation Wednesday

informed the Delhi High Court
that the state government is not
inclined to provide it over Rs
3,500 crore towards equity for
payment of the arbitral award
which was passed in favour of
Reliance Infrastructure-owned
Delhi Metro Express Private
Limited.

The DMRC submitted the
Delhi government has said
that shareholders cannot be
held liable for payments arising
out of disputes or contractual
defaults, and that the
Corporation may raise money
from the open market or exter-

nally aided funds or as loan
from the central government to
meet this liability.

Attorney General R
Venkataramani, representing
the DMRC and the Centre,
informed Justice Yashwant
Varma that the matter is under
active deliberation by the cen-
tral government and hoped
the issue will be resolved by

January 16, when the meeting
of the board of directors of the
Corporation is likely to be
held.

Taking note of the state-
ment made by the law officer,
the high court listed the mat-
ter for further hearing on
January 19.

The submissions were
made by the DMRC in a pend-
ing application of the Delhi
Airport Metro Express Private
Limited (DAMEPL) which said
DMRC paid it only Rs 166.44
crore on March 14, 2022 and
sought a direction for payment
of the remaining Rs 4427.41
crore.

The AG apprised the high
court that the Delhi govern-

ment has, in a December 21,
2022 letter, informed the
DMRC that “it is not inclined
to provide such money of Rs
3565.64 crore towards equity,
the purpose of which is solely
to pay the arbitral amount
with interest”.

“This is very unusual what
is happening and these are
unusual circumstances. We
thought that GNCTD (Delhi
government) will cooperate
with us….,” he said.

He said the central gov-
ernment was seriously consid-
ering the matter and, if the
Delhi government continues to
not participate in equity con-
tribution, the Centre will take
it to the logical conclusion.
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In a development that trig-
gered protests  by the

Opposit ion part ies ,  the
Maharashtra Government on
Wednesday appointed senior
IPS officer and Additional
Director-General of Police
Deven Bharati as the ‘Special
Commissioner of Police’ for
Mumbai.

The development came
just six months after senior
police commissioner Vivek
Phansalkar was appointed as
the new Police Commissioner
of Mumbai.  

A 1994 batch IPS officer,

Bharti, had earlier held sev-
eral top assignments includ-
ing Joint Commissioner of
Police,  Additional
Commissioner of Police, head
of Maharashtra Anti
Terrorism Squad (ATS) and
Joint Managing Director of
Maharashtra State Security
Corporation.
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Hours after they went on a
72-hour agitation to protest

against the alleged privatisa-
tion of three firms, nearly 1.25
lakh employees and contractor
workers of the Maharashtra
State Electricity Board's three
companies on Wednesday after-
noon withdrew their agitation
following the state government’s
intervention.

On a day when the
Maharashtra Congress alleged
that the Eknath Shinde-Fadnavis
government was planning to
hand over the “profit-making”
state-run electricity supply util-
ity”  Mahavitran” to private
company, Maharashtra’s deputy
chief minister Devendra

Fadnavis held talks with the
leaders of 32 workers’ unions
and assured them that the state
government did not intend to
privatise the three power state
power undertakings.

The three state-run elec-
tricity companies are:
Maharashtra State Electricity
Distribution Co. Ltd
(Mahavitaran), Maharashtra
State Electricity Transmission
Co Ltd (Mahapareshan) and
Maharashtra State Electricity
Generation Co Ltd
(Mahanirmiti).The employees
had gone on a 72-houR strike
last midnight in protest against
the proposed entry of Adani
Group's Adani Transmission
Ltd (ATL) into the power dis-
tribution business in Mumbai
and other parts of the state
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From Page 1
They were discussing the

project details at a meeting held
here last month.

The FAC has also asked the
State Government to explore
other sites for the project or
expand the nearby existing
airport in the region to meet
the need of increasing aviation
footfalls.

According to a senior
Ministry official, the proposed
airport is planned at village
Vihirgaon and Murti, Taluka
Rajura of District Chandrapur
in Maharashtra, seeking diver-
sion of 63.540 hectares out of
which 25.27 hectares is pro-
tected forest land and the rest
is reserved forest land. A total
of 3,392 trees will be cut down
for the project.

Noting that the project
area is a Tiger Corridor of
Eastern Vidharbha Landscape,
the panel pointed out that the
proposed airport site is at a dis-
tance of 8.35 km from the
boundary of Kanhargaon
wildlife Sanctuary which is
still awaiting final notification
of the Environment Sensitive
Zone.

The Maharashtra
Government officials said they
had explored three alternative
sites, but these could not be
finalised in view of the obsta-
cles like high tension lines,
chimneys and hills etc.

The proposed site is quite
near (39 kms) to the already
existing Chandrapur(Morwa)

Airport and the Nagpur
Airport. The officials also
claimed that the scope of
expansion in case of
Chandrapur (Morwa) airport
was limited and the distance
between Nagpur Airport and
the proposed Greenfield
Airport was over 180 kms,
noted the panel.

Moreover, the proposed
airport falls in the underde-
veloped part of Vidarbha
Region and when established it
will ease the pressure of air traf-
fic on Nagpur airport and will
also provide an alternate option
to the travelers and also direct-
ly help elevate the economic
condition of the region.

However, the Dehradun
based Wildlife Institute of India
(WII) in its report rejected the
claim, saying "given the wildlife
value of the area and its impor-
tance of connecting corridors,
the present site may or shall not
be considered for the con-
struction of the proposed
Greenfield airport".

The State Chief Wildlife
Warden too had expressed
reservation about the proposed
project. "In view of the benefits
that seem to be accruing due to
the project for local population
in terms of the number of
employment opportunities, the
trade of between the protection
of the corridor to be disrupted
if the project comes through
and the benefits proposed,
weighs heavily in favour of pro-
tection of the corridor".
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A19-old-girl has accused her
neighbour of threatening

her with an acid attack if she
refused to marry him in east
Delhi's Pandav Nagar.
According to police, the mat-
ter came to light on Sunday
after the victim filed a com-
plaint. The efforts are on to nab
the accused.

In her complaint, the vic-
tim alleged that Yagvender
Yadav Yadav (27), who runs a
grocery shop with his father in
the area, had threatened her
that he will throw acid on her
if she does not marry him. The
accused and the victim are
known to each other, police
said.

On Sunday, Yadav asked
the victim to come along with
him but when she refused, he
threatened her by saying that he
was carrying acid with him,
police said.  A case was regis-
tered against the accused under
sections 341 (wrongful
restraint) and 506 (criminal
intimidation) of the Indian
Penal Code, Deputy
Commissioner of Police (DCP)
(East) Amrutha Guguloth said.

Subsequently, after the
victim's statement was record-
ed by the magistrate, sections

354B (assault or use of crimi-
nal force to woman with intent
to disrobe) and 354D (stalking)
were added to the FIR, the
DCP said.  Taking suo-moto
cognizance of the matter, the
Delhi Commission for Women
(DCW) chief Swati Maliwal
issued a notice to the DCP of
the east district.  

The Commission has
sought a copy of the FIR along
with details of arrests made in
the matter along with the
details of security provided to
the woman.   The panel has also
sought an action-taken report
in the matter by January 6.

"We are receiving such
types of cases on a daily basis.
I do not know when this bru-
tality against women and girls
will stop! We need to make our
system more effective to deal
with such cases. The accused
should be arrested and strict
action should be taken against

him. The girl must be provid-
ed security as he has threatened
an acid attack on her!" Maliwal
said.  In December last year,
two motorcycle-borne masked
men flung acid on a 17-year-
old girl who was attacked min-
utes after she left her west Delhi
home for school.  

As outrage spread over the
acid attack, women's groups
and others, including Lt
Governor V K Saxena, raised
questions on the availability of
acid in markets despite a ban
and Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal asked how
the accused could have gath-
ered so much courage.

The attack took place at
Mohan Garden near Uttam
Nagar and the girl suffered
eight per cent facial burns.
Later, the same evening, three
men including the victim's
neighbour were arrested in
connection with the incident.
The main accused had pro-
cured the acid through Flipkart
following which police sent a
notice to the e-commerce plat-
form in this regard.

The girl had been a friend
of the main accused for a long
time but they had a breakup
two-three months ago and she
stopped talking to him. He
planned attack to take revenge.
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Deputy Chief Minister
Manish Sisodia on

Wednesday met the family of
Anjali Singh who was hit and
dragged by a car in outer Delhi
on New Year and assured a
Government job to one of her
kin. "It was an incident of
dreadful savagery. We will pro-
vide a job to one of her family
members," the deputy Chief
Minister said after meeting
her family members.

Sisodia said this is not an
accident but a brutality that has
left the whole nation in a state
of shock.  MLAs Atishi and
Durgesh Pathak also accom-
panied Sisodia during the visit.
"The incident in Kanjhawla is
an incident of cruelty that has
shaken the whole country. A
girl gets trapped under a car
and is trampled for 12 km but
the car riders do not even
realise that.  

"This incident is an exam-
ple of extreme brutality. The
sad part is that we are still wait-
ing for stringent action against
culprits," he told reporters after
the meeting.

Sisodia said the victim was
the sole earning member of her
family and the government
will provide assistance of Rs 10
lakh to support the family.

"The documents have been
collected from the victim's
family members for giving
employment to a member of
the family. Along with this, the
government will get the com-
plete treatment done of the vic-
tim's mother, who needs dial-
ysis on a regular basis," he
added.

Sisodia also targeted the
central government, which
controls the Delhi Police, alleg-
ing that they are using all of
their power to destroy the

Opposition instead of control-
ling the law and order situation.
“It's unfortunate that BJP is
using all powers to destroy the
Opposition instead of control-
ling law and order."

“Even if a polyethene or a
piece of paper gets stuck in a
car, the driver finds out. They
stop the car and check. This
accident is an example of
extreme cruelty. They kept
dragging the body for 12 kilo-
metres. 

To think that the drivers

did not realise that a woman
was stuck under the car is
nothing but cruelty and igno-
rance,” said Sisodia, who went
to meet Anjali Singh’s family
Wednesday and extend all pos-
sible support.

“The woman was the sole
breadwinner in the family. She
has younger and older siblings
and her mother is unwell. The
chief minister spoke to her
mother yesterday and promised
all possible support. Rs 10 lakh
will be given to them as part of
the government policy. The
mother’s treatment will be
taken care of. 

The family is very poor and
asked if someone in the fami-
ly could be given a job. We have
collected the documents of the
family members and are
exploring the possibility of giv-
ing someone a job. I have also
told the area MLA and coun-
cillors to help them locally as
well,” Sisodia said.

Earlier, the delegation led
by AAP's chief spokesperson
and MLA Saurabh Bhardwaj
also demanded the dismissal of
all police officers stationed
along the route that the accused
took, as well as the dismissal of
the officer who lodged the
first information report (FIR)
under minor sections of the
Indian Penal Code (IPC).
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New Delhi: New CCTV
footage showed that the friend
of the woman who was killed
after being dragged by a car was
seen returning home around
2.30 am, about 45 minutes
after they left the hotel where
they attended a New Year party. 

The victim's friend, wear-
ing a red sweat shirt with a
hoodie, was seen anxiously
kicking her house door and
pacing up and down, the
footage showed. Though the
CCTV footage time shows 1.36
am, it has a time gap of about
45 minutes proving that Nidhi
reached home at around
2.30am.

The footage showed the
victim leaving the hotel around
1.45 am after a New Year party.
After scanning footage from
multiple CCTV cameras, police
ascertained that the victim's
friend was riding pillion on her
scooty and fled after the acci-
dent.  She was traced by the
police and her statement was
recorded on Tuesday.

Anaother video shows in
which Delhi Police's PCR van
was seen on the road from
where the Baleno car passed on
the night of the accident.
However, the exact time when
the car and police van passed
from the road is still unclear.
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Delhi Lieutenant Governor
Vinai Kumar Saxena  has

returned a file to Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal on nomina-
tion of members to the Delhi
Animal Welfare Board, noting
that the nominees lacked expe-
rience and one was even a
"tainted" former bureaucrat. 

The Lt Governor has sent
the file back with the observa-
tion to "review the proposal of
the reconstitution of DAWB
and ensure that the members
being nominated possess
impeccable character and
integrity, have worked for wel-
fare of animals and the board
so constituted is representative
of varied related organizations..

Sources said that the deci-
sion regarding the reconstitu-
tion of the board was delayed
27 months, despite the High
Court of Delhi directions
regarding the matter. The deci-
sion of the Arvind Kejriwal
government kept the decision
till December 14, 2022, and

kept misleading the Court.
“Even when, Kejriwal approved
the file to this effect and sent
it to LG for concurrence, he
proposed the appointment of
an Ex. Civil Servant, Rakesh
Kumar Gaur (Retd. DAN-
ICS),facing vigilance inquiry
and a Professor of Video and
TV Production, Sabeena
Gadihoke, to the reconstituted
Board,” they stated.

“This move was in the
clear violation of the Articles of
Association of DAWB, which
clearly enjoins that nominated
Members on the Board should
be ‘persons actively engaged in

Animal Welfare Work in the
State’. Both the said nominees
of the Kejriwal government
clearly did not posses any expe-
rience in the field of Animal
Welfare as required by the
Articles of Association of the
Board,” sources said.

They said that the L-G
highlighting the discrepancies
in the reconstitution of the
DAWB, has noted on the file
that, “Rakesh Kumar Gaur
(Retd. DANICS), has been
nominated as a Member of
DAWB, even though the retired
officer is not clear from vigi-
lance angle” and that “while
Sabeena Gadihoke may prove
to be a valuable resource in
related fields, she apparently
does not posses any experience
in the field of Animal Welfare,
as required by the Articles of
Association of the Board.”

The sources said that
Saxena has sent file back to the
CM with observation to,
“review proposal of reconsti-
tution of DAWB/Executive
Committee and ensure that

Members being nominated
possess impeccable character
and integrity, have worked for
welfare of animals and that
Board so constituted is repre-
sentative of varied related orga-
nizations. They underlined that
the LG has noted on file, “since
considerable time has already
lapsed, the proposal may be
resubmitted within two weeks
for my consideration”.

“The LG has also flagged
that the
organizations/Institutions like
the DAWB are constituted by
different governments to cater
to the requirements of specif-
ic areas that require niche
expertise, that are generally
not available with government. 

Persons with such expertise
on such Boards etc., ensure that
required advice on issues, that
may otherwise go unnoticed or
unattended in day-to-day
administration, is made avail-
able to the government for
welfare of the segment aimed
at,” they said. 

“The officials noted that

the even after this matter was
being monitored by the High
Court since May 2022, June
2022 to December 2022, the
Development Minister, Gopal

Rai kept the file pending for
more than five months from
June 27, 2022 to December 7,
2022, when he finally sent it to
CM. 
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After approving the recom-
mendations of the Fare

Fixation Committee for hike in
auto -taxi prices in October, last
year, the Delhi Government has
sent a file to the Lieutenant
Governor VK Saxena for his
approval.  After L-G’s approval,
the transport department will
notify the new fares for auto
and taxis.

According to the revised
fares, the meter down charge
(minimum fare) for the initial
1.5 kilometre for auto-rick-
shaws has been increased from
Rs 25 to Rs 30, while the per
kilometre charge after meter
down has been hiked from Rs
9.50 to Rs 11. 

For taxis, the per kilome-
tre charge after meter down has
been hiked from Rs 14 to Rs 17
for non-AC vehicles and from
Rs 16 to Rs 20 for AC vehicles.

The extra luggage charges
is also increased by 25 per cent
which is Rs 10 from Rs 7.5. The
night charges which starts from
11 pm to 5 am remains
unchanged — 25 per cent extra
on fare. While the waiting
charges will also the same Rs
0.75 per minute.

The fare of non-AC and
AC taxi’s in Delhi for the ini-
tial 1 km has also been
increased to Rs 40, which is
hiked by Rs 15. The waiting
charges after 15 minutes have
also been revised from Rs 0.30
to Rs 1 per minute for both
non-AC and AC taxis. Extra

luggage charges have also been
increased to Rs 15 from Rs 10.

The night charges for the
taxi’s is still the same 25 per
cent more than the day charges.

“Delhi government had
approved the Auto and Taxi
fare revision on October 28
2022. The file was sent to LG
for notifying the revised fare,
once the Moral Code of
Conduct was lifted after the
MCD elections in Delhi, on
December 17, 2022,” said
Transport Minister Kailash
Gehlot, while addressing the
media.

“The Delhi Government in
October last year had approved
the increase in Auto and Taxi
fares on the recommendation
of a committee constituted for
the purpose in the wake of ris-
ing CNG prices in the nation-
al capital” he said.

“The last revision in the
Auto Rickshaw fares happened
in 2020 while that for Taxi
which includes Black and
Yellow Taxi, Economy taxi and
Premium taxi, happened nine
years back in 2013. In 2020,
while the fare of CNG was Rs
47, it has now increased to Rs
78 by October 2022,” Gehlot
added.

New Delhi: Most residents of
a Greater Noida (West) group
housing society where a leop-
ard was sighted continued to
remain indoors, with many

avoiding even going to the
local shops for getting daily
essentials as the operation to
rescue the feline entered the
second day. 

Home deliveries were also reg-
ulated after the leopard was
spotted again on Wednesday
morning. 
The Forest Department said it
continued the search and res-
cue operation at the Ajnara Le
Garden in Sector 16 of Greater
Noida (West), also known as
Noida Extension, for the sec-
ond consecutive day. Locals
estimate that around 1,500
people live in the close vicini-
ty to the residential tower in
whose basement the feline is
believed to be stranded.

"No doubt, residents are
very concerned about their
safety," Mukesh Gupta, who
lives with his family on the 15th
floor, said Gupta's wife was
among those who claimed to
have seen the feline moving
around in the area on
Wednesday morning. "My wife
saw the leopard moving in the
society on Wednesday morn-
ing. It was a little misty when
she noticed the leopard near
the swimming pool," Gupta
said.   Amit Kumar, another
resident, said home delivery

services have been curtailed
and common areas made inac-
cessible in the society as peo-
ple are taking utmost caution
if stepping out.  

The leopard sighting on
Tuesday triggered panic among
residents of the group housing
society.

While four teams from the
Forest department at Gautam
Buddh Nagar rushed to the
spot, experts from Meerut,
Agra and Ghaziabad were also
roped in to bolster the opera-
tion, an official said. 
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The Delhi Police on
Wednesday said  a 21-year-

old woman was allegedly
stabbed by her friend following
fallout between them in north-
west Delhi's Adarsh Nagar.
The incident took place on
Monday afternoon.

According to a senior
police official, the accused was
identified as Sukhvinder Singh
(22), has been arrested and the
victim's condition was stable.

He said that the Singh and
the victim had been friends for
a long time but the victim
ostensibly stopped talking to
him after a minor argument.
“On Monday, Singh called her
near her house and confront-
ed her for not talking to him.
When she remained quiet,
Singh stabbed her and fled,” he
stated.

Deputy Commissioner of
Police, Northwest district, Usha
Rangnani said a case under
Section 307 (attempt to mur-
der) of the Indian Penal Code
was registered at Adarsh Nagar
police station. The accused
was apprehended on Tuesday
while he was returning to Delhi
from Ambala, she said.

The victim has been admit-
ted to Babu Jagjivan Ram
Hospital. Her condition is stat-
ed to be stable. She received
three injuries in the incident,
police said.

The victim said she was
friends with Singh four or five
years ago but her family did not
like their friendship, following
which she slowly started dis-
tancing herself from him.
Presently they were not on talk-
ing terms, police said.

NEW DELHI: The BSES
power distribution companies
on Wednesday launched a facil-
ity to deliver electricity bills to
their visually challenged con-
sumers in Braille script.

According to a BSES
spokesperson, initially, the
Braille bills will be delivered at
the doorsteps of 500 visually
challenged consumers of the
BRPL and BYPL discoms and
the number will be scaled up in
coming days. The facility was

launched on the occasion of
World Braille Day (January 4)
by S K Rungta, general secre-
tary of the National Federation
of the Blind at BSES' head-
office at Nehru Place. BSES
director Amal Sinha, BRPL
CEO Vineet Sikka and BYPL
CEO Amarjeet Singh were pre-
sent at the launch.

An upgraded and voice-
enabled mobile app and
doorstep services for the visu-
ally challenged was also

launched on the occasion. The
visually challenged consumers
will be able to avail the com-
plete set of BSES services from
their homes, the BSES
spokesperson said. 

The visually challenged
consumers can simply register
for the doorstep service after
which the BRPL or BYPL offi-
cials will visit them at their
homes at a convenient time and
help them complete all the
formalities. SR
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The Delhi Government on
Tuesday issued an notifi-

cation that ten Aldermen have
been nominated by the
Lieutenant Governor Vinai
Kumar Saxena to the Municipal
Corporation of Delhi (MCD)
ahead of Friday's Mayoral poll.

The Aldermen refers to
people who are experts in their
fields but they do not have vot-
ing rights in the mayoral elec-
tion which is scheduled on

December 4. The first munic-
ipal House after the high-
stakes civic polls is about to
take place on Friday when all
newly elected councillors will
take their oaths and the mayor
and the deputy mayor elected.

On Tuesday, the Delhi gov-
ernment issued a notification
that 10 members had been
nominated by L-G. "In exercise
of the powers conferred by sub-
clause (i) of clause (b) of sub-
section (3) of section 3 of the
Delhi Municipal Corporation

Act, 1957 (66 of 1957), the Lt.
Governor of the National
Capital Territory of Delhi here-
by nominates the following
persons to be represented in the
Municipal Corporation of
Delhi for the period 2022-
2027," the notification read.

This is the first time since
2012 that a unified municipal
corporation will come into
being. The erstwhile unified
MCD is set up in 1958, was tri-
furcated in 2012 before being
reunified last May. 

New Delhi: Ahead of G-20
summit, the Municipal
Corporation of Delhi (MCD)
on Wednesday ordered that no
road digging permission will be
granted from May 1 to
September 15 in Delhi.
Informing about  roads for
which digging permissions has
already been granted  by civic

body, a senior MCD official
said that roads, where digging
permissions have been granted,
will be restored by February 28.
In a notification on Wednesday,
MCD said, "In view of decision
taken in the G-20 Core Co-
ordination Committee, com-
municated vide minutes dated
December 28. SR
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Retired High Court judge
Rajeev Shrivastva has been

appointed chairman of the
Delhi Electricity Regulatory
Commission (DERC).

The appointment of Justice
(retd) Shrivastava, approved
by the chief minister, has now
been placed before the Lt
Governor VK Saxena for his
concurrence, said a Delhi gov-
ernment statement.  The
appointment may escalate the
tussle between the Kejriwal
dispensation and the Delhi LG
over jurisdiction in the matter.

"The LG is bound by the
aid and advice of the Council
of Ministers in this matter as it
is a transferred subject," said
the Delhi government state-
ment.  Approving a proposal
for appointment of Justice
(retd) Shrivastava moved by
Deputy CM Manish Sisodia,
the chief minister has also
noted that the former LG Anil
Baijal agreed with the decisions
of the government in the
appointment of the previous
two chairpersons of the DERC,
it said

Justice (Retd) Shrivastava
will assume the post of the
Chairman DERC after the

retirement of the present
Chairman Justice (retd)
Shabihul Hasnain, the state-
ment read.  Sharing details of
the appointment, Kejriwal
tweeted, "Delhi Government
approves appointment of
Justice (retd) Rajeev
Shrivastava as next Chairman
of DERC. Best wishes to him
for a successful tenure."

The proposal for his
appointment was moved by
Sisodia who holds the charge of
the Power Ministry. The
appointment has been made in
accordance with the Electricity
Act through the same proce-
dure followed for the appoint-
ment of the two previous
DERC Chairmen, it said.

Justice (Retd) Shrivastava
is a former judge of the Madhya
Pradesh High Court. Under
due procedure, the Chief
Justice of the MP High Court
has also granted his approval
for the same, it added.  The cur-
rent DERC chairman Justice
(retd) Hasnain, meanwhile,
administered oath to Justice
(retd) Ali Zamin as chairperson
of the Consumer Grievances
Redressal Forum of the discom
BSES Rajdhani Power Limited,
said a statement of the
Commission.
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New Delhi: Former Congress
president Sonia Gandhi was
admitted to Sir Ganga Ram
Hospital in the national Capital
on Wednesday for treatment of
viral respiratory infection. Sonia
Gandhi's daughter Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra accompanied her
to the hospital in the morning.

The hospital issued a health
bulletin later. "Mrs. Sonia
Gandhi, Chairperson, UPA has
been admitted to our hospital
today. She has been admitted to
the  Department of Chest
Medicine under the care of Dr.
Arup Basu and his team. Gandhi
has been admitted for observa-
tion and treatment of a viral res-
piratory infection," said Dr Ajay
Swaroop, chairman of the hos-
pital's board of management.
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In the backdrop of ongoing Ukraine con-
flict and China flexing its muscle,

Europe needs a wake-up call to take note
of the changing international order,
External Affairs Minister S Jaishankar has
said.

Sounding this note of caution in an
interview with an Austrian publication Die
Presse late Tuesday, he also said no region
will be stable if dominated by a single
power.  The Minister is on a visit to Austria.  

He said India did not condemn Russia
regarding the Ukraine conflict despite pres-
sure from the US and some European
countries.  New Delhi also rejected pleas
not to procure oil from Russia, Jaishankar
said.

On Tuesday, Jaishankar had said rela-
tions with China are tense after it did not
adhere to pacts to maintain peace and sta-
bility at the Line of Actual Control(LAC)
and tried to unilaterally change the status
quo at the border. “ In the interview, he
said, "Europeans needed a wake-up call to
understand that the difficult aspects of life
are not always taken care of by others,
adding, no region will be stable if domi-
nated by a single power." 

He said during the 2008 financial cri-
sis, Europe took a defensive stance toward
the world. "Above all, Europe wanted to
develop within its own space and to keep
international problems as far away as pos-
sible.  Europe focused on trade, empha-

sized multilateralism and used its eco-
nomic influence to shape the world on its
own terms on issues such as climate change
and human rights. Europe tended not to
want to be involved in tough security
issues," said Jaishankar.

Speaking about the shift in the world
power structure, Jaishankar gave the
example of the US and said despite all the
differences, former US Presidents, Barack
Obama and Donald Trump both agreed
that the US can no longer play the same
role in the world stage as it once did and
must withdraw. 

"We are already living in dangerous
times. This transition to the new world
order will take a long time. Because
change is big. The Americans were the
quickest to realize that they had to repo-
sition themselves and seek cooperation
with countries like us," said the external
affairs minister. 

However, Jaishankar said Europeans
realised that the world order changing
before the Ukraine conflict. "This realiza-
tion began even before the Ukraine con-
flict.  When the Europeans started talking
about an Indo-
Pacific strategy, it
was clear to me that
they no longer

wanted to be just spectators on develop-
ments in other parts of the world," said
Jaishankar.  He said the world order is still
Western and it needs to be replaced by a
world of "multi-alignment" where coun-
tries will choose their own "particular poli-
cies and preferences and interests." 

Giving an example of India, Jaishankar
said New Delhi rejected American and
European pressure at the United Nations
to condemn the Russian invasion, turned
Moscow into its largest oil supplier and dis-
missed perceived hypocrisy of the West
since the Russia-Ukraine war which began
on February 24.

"I would still like to see a more rules-
based world. But when people start press-
ing you in the name of a rules-based order
to give up, to compromise on what are very
deep interests, at that stage I'm afraid it's
important to contest that and, if necessary,
to call it out," said Jaishankar.

He also said this war has provoked
moral outrage in the West over Russian
atrocities, adding that Western sanctions
against Russia have driven up energy, food
and fertilizer costs, causing acute economic
difficulties in poorer countries.

He also said Europe has imported six
times the fossil fuel energy from Russia that
India has done and that if a USD 60,000-
per-capita society feels it needs to look after
itself, and “I accept that as legitimate, they
should not expect a USD 2,000-per-capi-
ta society to take a hit."

Jaishankar further reiterated that India
is in no mood to cut ties with Russia,
adding that Moscow supported New Delhi
with weapons over decades of non-align-
ment, while the United States cosseted
India's arch enemy, Pakistan.
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New Delhi: BJP president J P
Nadda has called  a meeting of
the party's general secretaries
on January 10 here to discuss
issues relating to upcoming
Assembly polls and 2024 Lok
Sabha elections.

"Nadda will chair the
meeting. Discussion will be
done on the upcoming state
Assembly elections, Lok Sabha
election 2024, UP corporation
election, and multiple events
regarding the G20 Meet,"
sources said. "Multiple events
will be held this year. This is an
important year for our party.
World's eyes will be on our
country," they said. Karnataka,
Madhya Pradesh, Rajasthan,

Chhattisgarh and Telangana
and also states of Northeast-
Nagaland, Tripura , Meghalaya-
would go for polls early this
year.

The union territory of
Jammu and Kashmir may also
have elections this year after
finalization of  the delimitation
of the constituencies in the
union territory. The BJP
General secretaries' meeting
would also focus on the agen-
da to be laid down for nation-
al executive of party which  will
meet here for two days on
January 16-17 which would  lay
down strategy for winning
assembly and Lok Sabha-24
elections. PNS
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At least 4.4 per cent of India’s
population i.e. over 5.7

crore people, are affected by
serious fungal diseases. And 10
per cent of them are from
potentially deadly mold infec-
tions which have taken a dead-
ly form in the last two Covid-
pandemic years.

According to a review of
over 400 research articles pub-
lished in the journal Open
Forum Infectious Diseases, the
number may be on the higher
side given that while fungal dis-
ease is frequent in India, its
incidence and prevalence are
unclear.

The review has come close
on the heels of the World
Health Organisation (WHO)
list of fungal infections — "pri-
ority pathogens". The fungal
priority pathogens list (FPPL)
includes 19 fungi that represent
the greatest threat to human
health. The UN body has
warned that some strains are
increasingly drug-resistant and
are growing at an alarming rate.

The review, conducted by
researchers from the AIIMS,
Delhi and AIIMS Kalyani in
West Bengal besides PIGMER,
Chandigarh and University of
Manchester in the UK is the
first to define the frequency or
burden of various fungal infec-
tions in the country.  The
review is published in the jour-
nal Open Forum Infectious
Diseases. The researchers esti-

mate that 57,250,826 (over 5.7
crore)— or 4.4 per cent of
India's population — are like-
ly to be affected due to the fun-
gal disease, much higher than
the number of tuberculosis
cases. 

"While tuberculosis affects
less than three million people in
a year in India, the number of
Indians affected by fungal dis-
ease is several times higher. No
doubt, the total burden due to
fungal diseases is huge but
underappreciated," said
Animesh Ray of AIIMS Delhi,
the lead author of the article.

The review found that vagi-
nal thrush —or yeast infection
of vagina — affected around 2.4
crore women of reproductive
age, with repeated attacks while
hair fungal infection — known
as tinea capitis —in school-age
children affected a similar num-
ber. It causes a painful infected
scalp and leaves many with hair
loss, according to the study. The
review shows that over 10 lakh

people are thought to have
potentially blinding fungal eye
disease, and nearly two lakh
had mucormycosis, so called
"Black mold' which had erupt-
ed during the last two Covid
pandemic years.

Deadly mold infections of
lungs and sinuses affected over
250,000 (2.5 lakh) people, the
researchers said.  Similarly,
another 1,738,400 (over 17
lakh) people had chronic
aspergillosis — an infection of
the respiratory system caused
by a type of mold —and there
were 35 lakh people with seri-
ous allergic lung mold disease,
they said.

This total burden of serious
fungal infections is over 10
times the annual incidence of
tuberculosis in India, indicating
an enormous population of
patients affected by fungal dis-
eases, the researchers said.
Professor David Denning from
The University of Manchester
and Global Action For Fungal

Disease noted that there have
been major diagnostic improve-
ments in recent years, with
public health services in India
catching up with private hos-
pitals in terms of capability.

"However, fungal disease
continues to be threat to pub-
lic health and a cause of signif-
icant morbidity and mortality
representing a considerable
socioeconomic burden to those
who are infected by them,"
Denning said adding that “there
remain large parts of India
with limited diagnostic capa-
bility, as evidenced by our
inability to estimate some
important diseases such as
histoplasmosis and fungal asth-
ma in children.”

As per the WHO, fungal
infections are becoming
increasingly resistant to treat-
ment and can be dangerous to
mankind due to a lack of focus,
lack of surveillance, treatments
and diagnostics.

"Emerging from the shad-
ows of the bacterial antimicro-
bial resistance pandemic, fun-
gal infections are growing, and
are ever more resistant to
treatments, becoming a public
health concern worldwide,"
said Dr Hanan Balkhy, WHO
Assistant Director-General,
Antimicrobial Resistance
(AMR) while Dr Haileyesus
Getahun, WHO Director, AMR
Global Coordination
Department called for more
data on the impact of fungal
infections on health.
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The Reserve Bank of India
(RBI) told the Supreme

Court on Wednesday it has an
internal mechanism to exam-
ine an employee's conduct and
the averments made by BJP
leader Subramanian Swamy
in his plea seeking a probe into
the alleged role of its officials
in various banking scams are
"fallacious and non-substanti-
ated". 

The RBI was responding to
Swamy’s petition on the need
for a CBI probe into the role of
the Central bank's top officials
in approving big loans, which
later turned into default. 

Seeking dismissal of
Swamy's plea, the RBI said the
petitioner has no locus standi
to file the petition and it is "rid-
dled" with factual and legal
inaccuracies. 

"In this regard, it is sub-
mitted that the averments
made by the Petitioners trying
to link the scams to the RBI
Officials is fallacious and non-
substantiated in the absence of
any prima facie evidence pro-
duced by the Petitioners.  "It is
submitted that the RBI has an
internal mechanism / frame-

work to examine an employee's
conduct if there are any spe-
cific allegations, or prima facie
evidence with respect to his
actions or omissions. 

The Petitioners have not
presented any evidence or spe-
cific allegation in this regard
and have merely made vague
and ambiguous wild allega-
tions against the entire insti-
tution of the answering
Respondent," the RBI said in
an affidavit filed in the top
court. 

"It is for the investigating
agencies to conduct investiga-
tions as per the laid down pro-
cedures and applicable law.
Most of the scams referred in
the present PIL are already
under investigation by the CBI
& ED.  It is not for the
Petitioners to direct the course
of investigations and decide the
aspects which are to be pur-
sued by the law enforcement
agencies. The answering
Respondent herein seeks leave
of this Court," said RBI.
Swamy in his petition listed the
big loan defaults and frauds
probed by CBI and ED, where
RBI Directors or top officials
of RBI were part of the deci-
sion making of approval of
such loans. 
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After public outrage, Air
India has banned for 30

days an inebriated male pas-
senger who urinated over a
senior citizen woman passen-
ger seated in the business class
section on a flight from John F
Kennedy International Airport
in New York  to Delhi.

Shockingly,  the said pas-
senger walked scot-free after
the flight landed in Delhi

despite his obnoxious behav-
iour and the crew made no
efforts to rope in the police to
have him detained.  

Now, two months after the
shocking incident, the Delhi
Police has  registered a case on
a complaint by Air India. The
National Commission for
Women (NCW) has  asked the
Chairman, Air India to inter-
vene in the matter and sought
a detailed action taken report
in the next seven days. The

incident happened on Air India
flight AI-102  from New York
to Delhi two month back on
November 26. The Directorate
General of Civil Aviation
(DGCA) has sought a report of
the incident from the airline in
the matter.

After banning the passen-
ger in question for 30 days, the
airline has constituted an inter-
nal committee to probe lapses
on part of its crew and “address
the deficiencies that delayed

quick redressal of the situation.”
According to police,  based on
the complaint of the victim
given to Air India, a case has
been registered against the
man. 

FIR against man who mis-
behaved on AI flight He has
been booked under Indian
Penal Code Sections 294
(obscene act in public place),
354 (assault or criminal force to
woman with intent to outrage
her modesty), 509 (word, ges-

ture or act intended to insult
the modesty of a woman) and
510 (misconduct in public by
a drunken person) as well as
under Aircraft Rules.

"We have formed multiple
teams to keep a track of the
accused passenger and he will
be arrested soon," the police
said. The incident came to
light after a letter from the
woman to Tata Group chair-
man N Chandrasekaran, sur-
faced in the media . 
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The National Investigation
Agency (NIA) on

Wednesday conducted multiple
searches in Kolkata, West
Bengal in a case relating to the
clash between two communities
in the jurisdiction of Ekbalpur
Police Station in Kolkata and
recovered over Rs 33.87 lakh
from the house of the accused
persons.

The agency conducted
searches at 17 locations in
Bhukailash Road in Mominpur
area of Kolkata in connection
with the probe into the case, the
NIA said in a statement. 

The case relates to the clash
between persons of different
communities who had assem-
bled unlawfully near 8/H/1
Bhukailash Road, Kol-23. These
persons were equipped with

deadly weapons, including
firearms, bombs and sticks
near 12/1, MayurBhanj Road,
Kolkata. These persons
indulged in brick-batting,
stone-pelting and also hurled
bombs at each other. They also
attacked the security forces
personnel and physically
assaulted them, and damaged a
number of vehicles.

They also attempted to kill
the police personnel. At least
one policeman was injured in
the attack by the mob, accord-
ing to the FIR. 

The case was initially reg-
istered as FIR No. 482/2022
dated October  10 at Ekbalpur
police station, Kolkata was reg-
istered by NIA on October 18.

“During the searches con-
ducted today a total amount of
Rs 33,87,300 (Rs 30,55,000 from
the house of Md. Salauddin
Siddique, Rs 1,59,300 from the
house of Zakir Hossain and Rs
1,73,000 from the house of
Tipu, (all three are evading
arrest), sharp-edged weapons
and other incriminating items
have been seized. Further inves-
tigations in the case are in
progress,” it added. 
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The Supreme Court on
Wednesday set aside an

order of the Uttarakhand High
Court that directed the CBI to
investigate corruption allega-
tions against former chief min-
ister Trivendra Singh Rawat.

The High Court had on
October 27, 2020 ordered the
CBI probe into the allegations
levelled against the BJP leader
while quashing an FIR against
journalists Umesh Sharma and
Shiv Prasad Semwal.

The top court noted that
the two journalists had moved
the high court seeking quash-
ing of an FIR against them and
had not sought any inquiry
into the allegations of corrup-
tion that they levelled in social
media. It said there was no
prayer for an inquiry or to ini-
tiate criminal proceedings
against Rawat.   
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Political slugfest continued
over stone pelting on

Howrah-New Jalpaiguri Vande
Bharat Express even as uniden-
tified miscreants targeted the
semi-high speed train for the
second successive day on
Wednesday.

A day after miscreants pelt-
ed stones and damaged the
glass panes of C-13 compart-
ment of the Howrah-bound
train at Kumarganj in Malda
district the train was again
attacked on Wednesday just
outside the New Jalpaiguri sta-
tion.

This time window panes of
coaches C-3 and C-6 were
damaged, sources said adding
no passenger was however
injured in the attack. A joint
team of State government con-
trolled Government Railway
Police and Railway Protection
Force was looking into the
matter, sources added.

The second attack took
place at Phansdidewa off NJP
in Darjeeling district prompt-

ing BJP national vice president
Dilip Ghosh to allege that
“angered by the BJP workers
shouting Jai Shri Ram slogans
at the inauguration of the
Vande Bharat train (on
December 30) in presence of
Chief Minister Mamata
Banerjee the TMC men are
pelting stones.”

State BJP president Sukanta
Majumndar asked “why these
people should pelt stones at a
train which reaching the peo-
ple in shorter times … if they
really have to pelt stones they
should do so at the BDO offices
which have deprived the poor
men of their rights to get PM
Awas Yojna houses.”

Congress Lok Sabha
Leader and former juniorn
Railway Minister Adhir
Chowdhury demanded an
immediate inquiry into the
incident. “We want the gov-
ernment to identify those who
are doing it and punish them.
This is the proof of the plight
of the State administration …
if the train is stopped sudden-
ly then that will lead to incon-

venience of the people,” he
said comparing the attack to a
T 20 match. “Attacked twice in
three days. Much like a T20
cricket match, what else?,” he
said. While Chief Minister
Mamata Banerjee refused to
comment back on the issue, her
senior Cabinet collegue Firhad
Hakim accused the opposi-
tion BJP of committing the
mischief and trying to malign
the State Government and the
Trinamool Congress.

“Why the State
Government or for that matter
the ruling party TMC should
instigate such attacks to invite

criticism,” he said, wondering,
“why other trains were not
attacked … this means that the
people who want to divide
Bengal are trying to commit
the crime and pass the blame
on TMC,” Hakim said.

Meanwhile the RPF and
the GRP formed a joint team to
look into the matter. “A
WhatsApp tean has been
formed including security
forces, Railway officials of all
the stations that it passes
through in order to share
reports of incidents … we will
catch the culprits,” a senior RPF
official said.
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The High Court of
Karnataka has issued

notice to the State
Government on a public inter-
est litigation (PIL) petition,
challenging the non-imple-
mentation of the national e-
vidhan application (NeVA)
scheme. The State
Government went ahead with
its own e-vidhan scheme
instead. The PIL, filed by for-
mer MLC Ramesh Babu, was
being heard by a Division
Bench headed by Chief Justice
P B Varale. 

The NeVA aims at pro-
moting digitalisation to pro-
vide a platform for the func-
tioning of both Houses of
Parliament, Assemblies and
councils. The Centre shares 60
per cent of the cost of the plat-
form for the State which has a
total outlay of Rs. 673.94 crore 

Karnataka decided to
implement its own scheme at
a cost of Rs 253 crore based on
a report submitted by KEON-

ICS. The PIL says the State
Government is unnecessarily
spending Rs.253 crore, when
it could have availed itself of by
merging the scheme with the
Centre's.

"The present PIL if filed
seeking further steps in imple-
mentation of NeVA which is
beneficial and safeguards
Central portal with econom-
ic benefits to the implement-
ing State in place of imple-
mentation of e-Vidhan scheme
through KEONICS which
entails substantial loss to the
public exchequer as the pro-
visioning of this scheme is to
tune of Rs.254 crores," accord-
ing to the PIL.
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The Kerala High Court on
Wednesday dismissed the

bail plea of the woman accused
in the human sacrifice case in
which two other women were
allegedly killed, saying that if
she was granted there was
every chance that she may
influence the witnesses.

"If bail is granted, there is
the stark reality of justice being
thwarted. Thus the circum-
stances do not lean in favour of
the grant of bail to the peti-
tioner (accused)," Justice Bechu
Kurian Thomas said and reject-
ed the plea for bail moved by

Laila Bhagawal Singh, one of
the three accused in the case.

The court declined to also
give her the benefit that a
woman enjoys under the pro-
viso to section 437 of the
Criminal Procedure Code
(CrPC).

The proviso to section
437 of CrPC states that while
considering a bail plea of an
accused, if they are sick,
infirm or a woman, the court
may grant them the relief
even if there were reasonable
grounds to believe they are
guilty of an offence for which
the punishment is death or life
imprisonment, the High

Court noted.
Justice Kurian said the ben-

efit to be given to women
under that provision was dis-
cretionary and "not mandato-
ry" and merely because the
accused was a woman, the
court cannot ignore the nature
and gravity of the offence, pos-
sibility of influencing witness-
es and likelihood of the crime
being repeated and justice
being thwarted.

The court said that in the
instant case, the manner in
which the murders were com-
mitted was "horrifying", "grue-
some" and "shocking".

"The offences alleged

against the petitioner and other
accused apparently reveal a
human sacrifice. It is, no doubt,
a horrendous crime. The nature
and gravity of the accusation
are gruesome, apart from being
shocking...The circumstances
of the case, as mentioned ear-
lier, are horrifying.

"The active involvement
of the petitioner in the crime
and in another crime is assert-
ed by the prosecution and the
materials collected, prima facie
reveal her involvement in the
present crime. The various cir-
cumstances of the case are
overwhelmingly leaning
against the petitioner, and the

benefit of the proviso to section
437 CrPC cannot be exercised
in her favour," the court said.

The court further said that
in view of her prima facie
involvement in the crime, it was
of the view that she cannot be
released on bail.

"Accordingly, I dismiss this
bail application," Justice Kurian
said.

The lawyer of the accused
had claimed in court that the
allegation of the prosecution
against her were unbelievable,
there was nothing to connect
her with the crimes and she was
at best only a spectator to the
killings.
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The Telangana Government
on Wednesday filed writ

appeals in the High Court
challenging the decision of a
single judge to transfer to CBI,
the investigation into the case
of alleged attempt to poach BRS
MLAs, from the Special
Investigation Team (SIT)
formed by it.

The matter will come up
before the division bench of the
High Court headed by the
Chief Justice on Thursday. A
single judge of the High Court
on December 26, 2022 ordered
transfer of the investigation
into the case of alleged con-
spiracy to poach four BRS
MLAs to the CBI, from the SIT
of the State police.

The High Court also
quashed the government order
to constitute SIT and the inves-
tigation so far carried out by it
and also the probe done by an
Assistant Commissioner of
Police in the initial stage.

Three people --

Ramachandra Bharati alias
Satish Sharma, Nandu Kumar
and Simhayaji Swamy -- were
already named as accused (A1
to A3) in the case after a com-
plaint was lodged by BRS MLA
Pilot Rohith Reddy, among
four legislators, against them on
October 26, 2022.

The trio was arrested while
they were allegedly trying to
lure four MLAs of the ruling
BRS to join the BJP.
Subsequently, they were grant-
ed bail by the High Court.

As per the FIR copy,
Rohith Reddy alleged that the
accused offered him Rs 100
crore and in return the legisla-
tor had to leave the TRS, now
BRS, and contest as a BJP can-
didate in the next Assembly
election.
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The Bharat Jodo Yatra will
re-enter Haryana on

Thursday evening and will
pass through four districts of
the State between January 5-
10.

According to a schedule
released by the Congress, the
yatra will enter Haryana
through Sanauli Khurd village
in Panipat district from Uttar
Pradesh on January 5 evening
where the participants will
halt for the night. 

The yatra will resume in
the morning from Sanoli-
Panipat road and later in the
afternoon a public meeting
will be held in Panipat, which
will be addressed by Rahul
Gandhi,  party chief
Mallikarjun Kharge and other
senior leaders of the party.

After night halt at
Babarpur Anaj Mandi, the

yatra will resume next morn-
ing from Kohand village in
Gharaunda and halt for the
night in Karnal district.

The next two days, the
yatra will be in Kurukshetra
and Ambala districts.

The yatra will resume on
January from Shahpur Ambala
Cantt with an evening break at
the Haryana-Punjab Border
near Ambala toll before enter-
ing Punjab.

Notably, the yatra covered

over 130 km in the first phase
in Haryana between December
21-23 when it passed through
Nuh, Gurugram and Faridabad
districts.

In the second phase, the
four Haryana districts Panipat,
Karnal, Kurukshetra and
Ambala through which the
yatra will pass fall on GT road.
It will also pass through
Haryana Chief Minister
Manohar Lal Khattar's home
constituency Karnal.
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The State president of All
India Confederation of

Scheduled Caste/Schedule
Tribe/Other Backward classes
(J&K) has ignited a debate over
disparity in the distribution of
ex-gratia to the next of kin of
terror victims on caste basis by
the UT administration in
Jammu and Kashmir.

On Wednesday RK
Kalsotra charged, "if you cannot
give us equal rights while we are
alive, at least treat us at par after
death".

After the gruesome civilian
killings in the Dhangri village of
Rajouri Lieutenant-Governor
Manoj Sinha on January 2 had
tweeted, "An ex-gratia of Rs. 10
lakh and a government job
would be given to the next of
kin of each of those civilians

martyred in dastardly attack.
Seriously injured would be
given Rs.1 lakh. Officials have
been directed to ensure best
treatment to injured".

Reacting to the announce-
ment RK Kalsotra Wednesday
demanded parity while high-
lighting the grave reality that the
members belonging to the
Scheduled caste community

killed in the terrorist firing
outside Army gate in Rajouri on
December 16 were sanctioned
an ex-gratia of Rs 5 lakhs only. 

"No government job was
promised to the kin of deceased
members of the Scheduled caste
community. While in case of
victims of terror in Dhangri the
same administration sanctioned
an ex-gratia of Rs 10 lakhs and
a government job to the next of
kin of the terror victims".

The terror victims identi-
fied as Shalinder Kumar and
Kamal Kishore were both run-
ning a canteen inside the Army
camp and were killed during fir-
ing outside the army gate on
December 16, 2022. They were
both the sole bread earners
and were survived by their
minor children and wives.

LG Manoj Sinha visited
Dhangri on January 2 after the

deceased families refused to
perform the last rites but he is
yet to meet the next of kin of the
Scheduled caste victims of ter-
ror. 

A day after these two civil-
ians belonging to the SC com-
munity were killed, Office of LG
Manoj Sinha on December 17,
2002 tweeted, "The incident in
Rajouri is very unfortunate.
Condolences to the bereaved
families. The price of a life can-
not be set in monetary terms but
still I announce an ex-gratia
relief of Rs five lakh for each
affected family".

On December 26 Deputy
Commissioner Rajouri, Vikas
Kundal visited the affected fam-
ilies of those who lost their lives
in the tragic Phalyana incident
and handed over ex-gratia relief
sanctioned by the Lieutenant
Governor.
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Following intelligence
reports the security of

Bengal Governor CV Anand
Bose has been upgraded to Z+
category.

The Governor earlier
enjoyed Z category security.
However following intelligence
reports that his security was
under threat the Ministry of
Home Affaris upgraded to Z+
security sources said adding the
Governor would now be pro-
tected by the personnel of
Central Armed Police Force
(CAPF).

A retired IAS officer of
1977 batch, Bose was appoint-
ed as the State Governor in
November last year following
the promotion of former
Governor Jagdeep Dhankhar as
the Vice President of India.
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Saji Cherian, CPI(M) leader,
who had to resign from the

Council of Ministers on July 6,
2022, following his outbursts
against Indian Constitution,
was sworn-in as Minister again
on Wednesday. Cherian made
a grand return to the office in
Government Secretariat at the
capital city within minutes of
the swearing-in function
accompanied by his wife, chil-
dren and party workers.

Governor Arif Mohammed
Khan, administered the oath of
office and secrecy to Cherian
who swore on the Constitution.
It was his speech in which he
used allegedly ‘derogatory
terms’ that made him submit
his resignation. But the cops
who inquired into the allega-
tions gave a clean chit to the
Marxist leader paving the way
for his return to the council of
ministers.

“This is a document draft-
ed to swindle billions of poor
and create billionaires like

Ambani and Adani. The last 75
years saw the Constitution
exploiting the poor and mak-
ing the rich richer,” Cherian
had said while addressing a
party meeting in Alappuzha
district on July 3. There were
widespread protests against
Cherian’s statement. M K
Kunjol, octogenarian Harijan
leader, described the outburst
by the minister as an insult to
Dr B R Ambedkar, the architect
of Indian Constitution.

The Governor himself had
taken strong reservation against
the statement and it was report-
ed that he made his displeasure
known to Chief Minister
Pinarayi Vijayan. Within two
days, Cherian tendered his res-
ignation and told the media
that he stands by what he had
said in the meeting.

It is reported that the
Governor had told Vijayan
that he was agreeing to swear
-n Cherian as minister as part
of his Constitutional obligation.
A case filed against the speech
made by Cherian is under the
consideration of the Court.

“The Governor has told the
chief minister that the former
would not be responsible for
any adverse verdict made by
the Court ,” a source close to
the Governor told The Pioneer.

Wednesday’s swearing in
was boycotted by the Congress-
led Opposition parties. “A sense
of uneasiness was palpable as
the Governor remained stiff
throughout the function,” said
a close aide to the Governor.

Constitutional expert Dr K
P Kylasanatha Pillay, is of the
view that Cherian had scan-
dalized the Constitution. “But
the Governor has no other

option but to appoint him as
minister because it is the pre-
rogative of the chief minister to
decide whom he wants as min-
isters,” Dr Pillay told this news-
paper.

K Ramkumar, a highly
venerated senior advocate of
Kerala High Court said that
though  it was legally right to
re-induct Cherian in the coun-
cil of ministers, the action was
morally wrong. “He has vilified
the Constitution and that is a
fact. But the police that probed
the charge has acquitted him of
all charges,” said Adv
Ramkumar.
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The life journey of a three
year old boy that took him

to the position of a widely
respected Army commander in
the world’s toughest war theatre
is being disclosed  for the first
time in the history of Indian
Army. 

K J S Tiny Dhillon , who
hang his unform as a lieutenant
general of the Indian Army
after serving as the comman-
der of the elite Chinar Corps,
is coming back with his life
story “Kitne Ghazi Aaye, Kitne
Ghazi Gaye”, which is being
published by Penguin, a pub-
lishing house with global pres-
ence.
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The National Human
Right Commission has

dismissed as factually incor-
rect a report  carried in the
Delhi  Edit ion of  The
Pioneer on January 4,  2023
on  page 5 under the head-
ing “NHRC team to visit
Didi Turf ” today. 

In a rebuttal the NHRC
has said the report that
“The National Human Right
Commission is sending a
team to Bengal to take stock
of the situation arising out
of falling law and order and
recruitment scandals…...”
is factually incorrect.

The Pioneer regrets the
inadvertent omission.
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Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath on Wednesday

stressed the need for developing
a self-sustainable model for run-
ning ‘gaushala’ and said that
gaushalas should be construct-
ed in public-private participation
(PPP) mode.

While reviewing a presen-
tation regarding large cow shel-
ters (vrihad gaushala), the chief
minister said that these cow shel-
ters should be linked to natural
farming, cow dung paint, CNG
and CBG (compressed biogas). 

“This will make the gausha-
las financially strong and they
will be able to bear the expens-
es for the maintenance and
rearing of the cows,” he

remarked.
Yogi said that for the oper-

ation of ‘gaushala’, memoran-
dums of understanding (MoUs)
must be signed with the inter-
ested non-governmental organ-
isations (NGOs) while making
the necessary arrangements.

Along with the Minister
for livestock, officials from the
departments of Finance, Energy,
Panchayati Raj and Rural
Development were present. 
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The Jal Jeevan Mission
achieved new heights with

two districts of Uttar Pradesh
–Ghaziabad and Mahoba –join-
ing the three-star category of the
mission.

This was revealed in the lat-
est survey report released by the
Government of India on
Wednesday.

With this accomplishment,
Uttar Pradesh now joins a select
group of states where a signifi-
cant number of districts have
consistently ranked among the
top five in the survey from
October to December.

The Har Ghar Nal Yojana
has made significant progress in
Uttar Pradesh with the per-
centage of rural families with
access to tap water surpassing 25
points on Saturday itself.

Ghaziabad has joined the
achievers' category by becoming
one of the best performing dis-
tricts. Along with this,
Shahjahanpur, Jhansi and
Chitrakoot are included in the
category of ‘two-star perform-

ers' whereas Kasganj, Fatehpur
and Shravasti figure in the aspi-
rants' category.

Mahoba, one of the fast-
growing districts, has earned a
three-star rating, placing it in
the category of ‘achievers.’ In
addition, Jhansi, Chitrakoot,
and Jalaun are rated in the
two-star category. Kasganj and
Amroha are included in the
aspirant category with one star
rating.

Among the fast moving
districts, Lalitpur, Mirzapur and
Hamirpur bagged two-star rat-
ing whereas Banda and Jhansi
were included in the aspirants'
category with one-star rating.

S h a h j a h a n p u r ,

Bulandshahr, and Bareilly were
among the best performing dis-
tricts of UP in the month of
October in the Jal Jeevan
Mission survey. Not only this,
the fastest growing districts
also included Shahjahanpur,
Mirzapur and Bulandshahr.

Similarly, in the month of
November, Shahjahanpur,
Bareilly and Chitrakoot were
included in the aspirants' cate-
gory and Mahoba in the per-
forming districts category.
Among the fast moving dis-
tricts, Chitrakoot and Jhansi
were ranked in the aspirants'
category while Mahoba and
Mirzapur figured in the per-
formers' category.
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Man Mohan Singh, Demonetisation is “an
organized loot and a legalized plunder". .

Zeeshaan | Kazipet

��������	
��	���������
Sir — Covid19 had very serious repercus-
sions and we lost touch with the world
including our dear friends. You might
rekindle a friendship that will stand the test
of time from now on, following you into
all the complicated stages of adulthood. Or
you might not. While it may be uninten-
tional, growing apart from people we once
shared close bonds with can be a painful
experience, especially once you start to feel
settled into your adult life and feel a long-
ing for those old relationships.

Going out of the way and building old
friendships is an art and social media pro-
vides the best platform to rekindle our rela-
tionships and renew our lost memories.
While it may be unintentional, growing
apart from people we once shared close
bonds with can be a painful experience,
especially once you start to feel settled into
your adult life and feel a longing for those
old relationships.

CK Ramanathan | Ghaziabad 

�����	�������	�����	�����
Sir — Many people, especially younger
ones, find driving exhilarating. It is a life
lesson that every adult wants to acquire,
and it is incredibly useful in our daily lives.
However, negligence and daring when dri-
ving might endanger the driver’s safety as
well as the protection of many other vehi-
cles and persons on the road, so proper dri-
ving rules must be followed. 

The immediate solution is to provide
emergency medical services in all the
focal points, where more accidents have
taken place in the recent past. The med-
ical panel is to be set up in this regard and
doctors, who have a background in
treating accident-prone victims in the
past, need to be appointed as caretakers
of these medical centers. More recently,
Indian cricketer, Rishab Pant met with a
serious car accident he caught fire and
escaped narrowly with severe injuries.
Thus, speed thrills and kills people if cau-
tion is thrown to the wind.

CK Subramaniam | Mumbai

��	��	�������	
�	���
��������
�
Sir — The Supreme Court has only
upheld the legality of the Centre's decision
on Demonitisation but one should note
that it didn't give a clean chit to the gov-
ernment's decision on Demonitisation. The
Supreme Court has only looked into the
process, whether the process of
Demonetisation was constitutionally legal
and whether the laws of RBI were followed
or not. The verdict has nothing to say about
whether the state objectives of
Demonetisation were met or not. The
move on Demonetisation was aimed at
unaccounted wealth, stemming terror
financing, and curbing counterfeiting.
The main objectives of Demonetisation are
not at all achieved. The circulation of fake
currency has not stopped and fake curren-
cy is still circulating. The second objective
is unearthing black money and bringing
back Rs 80 lakh crore black money stashed
away abroad and depositing 15 lakhs in
every citizen's account.  The third objec-
tive was to destroy the terror funding chan-
nels to terror networks. If the government
has succeeded, then why are terror attacks
continuing in our country? Due to
Demonitisation, there was a slowdown
across a spectrum of industries.
Demonetisation has created crippling hard-
ship for small and medium businesses.

It is said that more than 50 lakh peo-
ple have lost their jobs and over 100 peo-
ple were reported to have died while wait-
ing in queues or stampedes during the
Demonetisation phase. The Government
has declared that the main objective of
Demonetisation is to make India a less
cash economy. Though Digital transac-
tions have increased, cash transactions also
doubled. Digital transactions would have
increased even without it. Now BJP is
boasting that the Supreme Court's uphold-
ing is a Historic decision and is in the
National interest. Then why didn't the BJP
celebrate Demonetisation day every year?
It is a clear that the Government came out
every time with new reasons for
Demonetisation and forced the poor and
honest common man to live in a fool's par-
adise. As said by former Prime Minister
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SOUNDBITE

icy of appeasement and
undermines justice? 

In this country, without
changing the basic constitu-
tional framework of archaic
British time laws and regula-
tions, political institutions and
practitioners are moving in
small circles without breaking
the barriers that separate them
from people and their prob-
lems. Politicians invent novel
ideas and schemes like freebies
to lure gullible people into vot-
ing for them and get the elec-
toral arithmetic run in their
favour. The politics of appease-
ment of specific classes and
community members go on
unabashedly from the mani-
festo stage till the time of the
next elections. Free electricity,
water, medical services, and
other facilities work like bribes
to garner votes. The bigger,
developmental works that pro-
vide impetus to economic
activity suffer due to a lack of
funds. Because there is no free
lunch, the cost burden falls on
the whole of society. This is the
best way to impede econom-
ic growth and the most regres-
sive way for the state under
governance. The cases of Latin
American countries—Brazil
and Venezuela serve as illustra-
tive examples of how to
destroy economies through
state subsidies. Reckless, indis-
criminate large-scale subsi-

dies spell the economic doom
of states as they induce people
into lethargy and profligacy.

The AAP in India is fol-
lowing a well-crafted subsidy
model of governance that is
overly socialistic and nakedly
anti-developmental. The
recent revelations of the
warped state liquor policy
that, by cutting down heavily
on VAT, passed on the larger
benefits to vendors rather than
the government or consumers,
came as a rude shock to those
voters who regarded AAP as a
political outfit dedicated to
probity. The subsidies given on
electricity to a certain section
of consumers in Delhi have
been offset by inflated bills for
the remaining sections. The
much-touted Mohalla clinics
are also a small-scale socialis-
tic scheme that serves citizens
a freebie at the expense of all
taxpayers. The rough ruling on
hundreds of private schools to
prevent fee escalation threw
those schools into commercial
doldrums.

The free lunch or freebie
model has ruined the
economies of countries in
the past. What we need to
urgently do is to take a hard,
exhaustive look at our demo-
cratic polity and overhaul
completely our constitution
and political system derived
therefrom. India is the origi-

nal home and progenitor of
democracy and we must
devise our very own democ-
ratic system of governance
based on our ancient, eternal
scriptures –Vedas and
Manusmriti that contain time-
tested and effective models of
a democratic polity. The scrip-
tures contain models of per-
fect democratic governance
structures that encourage pro-
bity rather than institutional-
ize corruption. Opening the
pages of recent history will
also reveal that the first draft
of our constitution prepared
by Dr BR Ambedkar had
incorporated many such sub-
lime scriptural tenets in It but
the good work was undone by
the machinations of the high-
er political elite of that time.

The above-suggested
modifications in our constitu-
tion will be in tune with our
cultural milieu as an ancient
nation and will become the
instrument to take India into
a fast development trajectory
to make it the leading geopo-
litical power, a position of
pride which it has held for mil-
lennia in the past and which is
really in the larger interest of
the entire global community.

(The writer is a
Management Consultant
based in New Delhi. The

views expressed are 
personal)
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Indian politics is getting
deeply vitiated by freebie
policies. It is slowly but
surely becoming hostage to
a nefarious practice that

trades doles for votes. In the
largest democracy in the world,
such practice has been growing
and thriving unchecked over two
decades and this fact speaks vol-
umes about the hollowness of our
professedly democratic polity. 

Democracy is a system of gov-
ernance that is people-centric.
Right?

In a democracy, therefore,
peoples’ sensitivities and sensi-
bilities should be recognized
and respected. People’s rights as
citizens should be protected
and the system should have a
robust mechanism for ensuring
the protection of citizens’ rights.
For this, there needs to be in
place a constitutional framework
that enables the establishment
and smooth operation of insti-
tutions—economic, administra-
tive, and legal that will ensure
fairness, justice, and welfare of
all. India has none of these.

India—a sham democracy?
Yes, it is.

Democracy ensures that the
voice and choice of every citizen
are considered in government-
making. Democracy is based on
the premise of equality of all
humans and equal treatment of
all. Democracy means justice for
all and a legal system that dis-
penses justice, without delay,
derailment, or denial.
Democracy provides equal
opportunities to all for self-
growth and development.
Democracy as a system is in sync
with the pulse of the people
which, in turn, derives its ener-
gy from the social milieu and
peoples’ cultural moorings.
Democracy as a type of govern-
ment ensures that the entity
called a nation grows naturally
and organically where each cit-
izen contributes and each one is
equitably benefitted. 

None of the above features
exists in the extant governance
system of India. Then, shall we
be deceiving ourselves by calling
India a sham democracy and, in
more crude terms, a banana
republic? A state whose polity
allows and encourages the pol-
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POINTCOUNTERPOINT

In July 2015, the govern-
ment launched the ‘Digital
India’ initiative to improve

the online infrastructure and
increase the internet accessibil-
ity among its citizens; thereby
empowering the country to
become more digitally
advanced in almost all the sec-
tors and since then there has
been no turning back. As we
continue to advance in the 21st
century, the rise of digital
technology has become
increasingly evident. We live in
a world where modern tech-
nology has not only made our
lives easier, faster, better but has
also cleared the way for multi-
functional devices such as
smart phones and smart
watches.

Digital technology has
affected almost every aspect of
our lives. For instance, in the

workplace, multiple hardware
and software has increased the
efficiency and productivity,
thereby allowing the business-
es to operate globally. In per-
sonal lives, the internet has
opened a world of information
and connectivity, making it
easier to stay connected with
friends and family.

With the advancements in
the field of Science and
Technology, electronic gad-
gets and devices play a vital
role. Gadgets such as smart-
phones, laptops, e-readers,
motion sensors, vacuum clean-
ers, sensor sprinklers, video
doorbells, wireless lightning
control systems, etc., have
made our lives pleasurable
and comfortable. Digital tech-
nology has modified almost
every aspect of modern life so
that it is now rare to find an

electronic device which does
not consolidate digital technol-
ogy in some way.

Most of the digital tools are
more popular among chil-
dren and likely among elders
too. There is no denying the
fact that these technologies
enhance the learning process
of learners by providing them
with easy accessibility to the
information, deepening their
understanding of difficult con-
cepts and helping them explore
new opportunities with the
click of a button. As technol-
ogy continues to grow, the
learner starts developing
knowledge on various techno-
logical skills at an early stage
that they will need in the
future. It will also make them
a good multitasker and a good
decision maker.

However, if not put to

good use, the same digital
technology can also give rise to
various physical and psycho-
logical issues such as excessive
exposure towards social media
may cause eyestrain and the
learner might face difficulty,
focusing on important tasks.
At times, it may even lead to
serious health conditions such
as anxiety or depression.

Today none of us can even
imagine a world without the
internet, smartphones, tablets,
electronic games and other
handheld devices. Social
media, online gaming and
other forms of digital commu-
nication have become a part
and parcel of our life. The dig-
ital world has made it easy to
stay connected with friends,
family, relatives and work
remotely. We can express our
views, make videos, share

opinions, exchange ideas and
strategies through social appli-
cations, websites and software,
even if we are in two different
corners of the world.

The use of digital technol-
ogy has even helped in flour-
ishing digital businesses. In a
recent report McKinsey high-
lighted that the ‘Digital India’
initiative is expected to boost
the country’s digital economy
to $1trillion by 2025. Digital
technology enables the storage
of large amounts of informa-
tion such as videos, music,
reports, etc in relatively small
spaces or devices such as
mobile phones or drives. Not
only this, with continuous
advancement over time, the
information stored, or the
videos can also be edited.

The world of digital tech-
nology opens its doors to sev-

eral learning opportunities.
Anybody having access to the
internet has the opportunity to
the world’s knowledge.

Moreover, this technology
is beneficial to people with
disabilities and can give them
regular access. The consumers
today are demanding applica-
tions that can tell them on their
phone how they are doing
health wise. The availability of
hundreds of health applica-
tions such as HealthTap,
WebMD, Apple Health, Pocket
Pharmacist, Teladoc, 
eadspace, Medici and many
more have helped the patients
to monitor their health and dis-
ease, thereby simplifying patient
management at hospitals.

Digital technology has
changed the lives of people to
a great extent. It has changed
their way of thinking and

learning thereby making
them more independent and
knowledgeable in almost all
aspects of life. Recent devel-
opments such as Blockchain
and Artificial Intelligence
have helped the government
to a large extent in providing
efficiency in the services they
render. There is less paper-
work as such technologies
allow the government to keep
their confidential records in
a secure ledger.

Digital technology with
digital learning when put to
good use will open its gate to
digital opportunity i.e. it will
lead to opening of new possi-
bilities which will further lead
to communication, social net-
working, collaboration, con-
tent management and access to
analytics data, along with staff
and customer satisfaction.
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(The author is a teacher at a
reputed school in Delhi)
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Several leaders of the Bharatiya
Janata Party and ministers in the
government had booked their
travel plans to Ahmedabad soon
after the news of the demise of

Heeraben, mother of Prime Minister
Narendra Modi, was broken. But they all
had to stay at their places, for PM Modi
didn’t want their works to be affected. PM
Modi went to Ahmedabad and dutifully
carried out his duties to the departed soul
and also to the country, as he soon joined
a scheduled meeting.

Sitaben Patel, 83, had come to
Somnath Temple for a ‘darshan’. She
complained of heartache during her stay.
The Somnath Trust, which is headed by
PM Modi, got into action quickly, and air-
lifted her to Ahmedabad for immediate
medical care and treatment. Under PM
Modi’s watch, the instruction is clear that
all efforts at all costs must be made to
respond to the emergency needs of the vis-
itors at the Somnath Temple.

With over two decades of public ser-
vice, PM Modi has stayed grounded.
People are close to his heart. His eyes are
open to people in distress. He thinks for
the people. He has defined that statecraft
must have a soul and a heart beating for
the people. PM Modi, thus, has ensured
that the people have always been at the
centre stage of policy making.

In 2020, India was shocked at the
extent of the Covid-19 pandemic out-
break. The nation was not prepared. The
pandemic arrived in the country too soon.
On April 6, 2020, PM Modi joined the
foundation day of the Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP). For the first time, the people
saw PM Modi covering his face with ‘gam-
cha (a large towel)’. India at that time was
not producing enough masks. In July, PM
Modi was seen for the first time wearing
a face mask. A day before, India for the
first time had exported face masks to the
countries battling the pandemic.

The message was loud and clear.
People had to cover their faces against the
Coronavirus. The scientists were busy
making a sense of the virus. The vaccines
were still not yet in sight. It would take
months for vaccines. Covering faces had
to be key to save the people. PM Modi
gave the message that they must cover
their faces with whatever means they
could employ.

In July when PM Modi wore a mask
for the first time, he again sent out the
message that as a ‘Pradhan Sewak’ he
would be the last to use the most essen-
tial item and that too when the country
had begun exporting. This sensitivity at
the top office of the country comes when
the man spends years with the people lis-
tening to their concerns and pains.

PM Modi didn’t need the famed econ-
omists to advise that the people hit hard
by the pandemic should be taken care of
with free foodgrains programme. He knew
that the people must first be protected
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(The author is Director,
Public Policy Research

Centre)

against hunger. Farmers in the
country toil hard each day to
ensure that none in the country go
hungry. The government’s abun-
dant duty is to ensure that the peo-
ple have the first and the only right
to the national resources. Thus, PM
Modi unveiled the Pradhan Mantri
Garib Kalyan Anna Yojna
(PMGKAY) at the peak of the pan-
demic. No country in the world had
done this, and India became an
example in ensuring food security.

India’s ‘Vaccine Maitri’ was
also born out of the human touch
of the Prime Minister, for he was
concerned at the rising toll of the
pandemic. ‘Vasudhev Kutumbkam’
has been an abiding mantra for
India for ages. The world is one,
and PM Modi showed the global
community that India truly
believes in the philosophy of the
oneness of all. India provided the
effective vaccines against the
Covid-19 pandemic to the South
Asian countries, extending to
other Asian nations, Africa, South
America, South Pacific islands,
Caribbean islands and so on. No
country which asked for the vac-
cines was left disappointed.

One day, while leaving his CM
complex on a regular day, Modi
noticed a stranger standing alone
outside. Stopping his cavalcade,
Modi enquired about him and
found out that while the man was
on a holiday, as his wife had fallen
sick and he had no money for the
treatment. Modi assured the
stranger that he would take care of
his concern. Treatment was done.

Modi inspired his party mem-
bers to publish souvenirs dedicat-
ed to brave hearts from Himachal
Pradesh like Vikram Batra and
Sanjay Kumar, who lost their lives
during the Kargil War. In his
direction, the BJP Yuva Morcha
workers from every district in
Himachal Pradesh organized
themselves to publish the biogra-
phies and photos of the martyrs.
Although Himachal Pradesh was
a BJP-ruled state back then, no
government funds were used for
this work. The souvenir also fea-
tured a poem on Kargil written by
Modi himself.

On a trip to Japan, Modi saw
how the country’s public places
were optimised for the visually dis-
abled persons. Influenced and
inspired, he brought all the details
of such an inclusive development
model with him to India. Arriving
at the Ahmedabad Airport, he
ensured that the documents were
immediately sent to the
Ahmedabad Municipal
Commissioner for implementa-
tion. The measures to help the
visually disabled persons were
specifically implemented on the
2.5-km walkway surrounding the
Kankaria Lakefront, a tourist place
attracting lakhs in footfall every
day.

During a friendly interaction
with the Secretary of the Sevajanik
University in Gujarat, Modi
inspired a green movement, as he
spoke on the ways one could save
oil and protect the environment by
mooting the idea of a ‘No Vehicle

Day’ on all the four campuses of
the University a day of the week.
This not only resulted in better
health for people, who resorted to
cycling and/or walking to the
University, but also ended up
being a grand vision towards envi-
ronmentalism.

According to BJP MP
Meenakshi Lekhi, PM Modi want-
ed to celebrate India’s 75th
Independence Day with an idea
that puts a lasting imprint on the
common man and on the country’s
ecology. PM Modi instructed the
government to ensure that each
district of the country has 75
lakes or ‘amrit sarovars’. As CM of
Gujarat in 2014, Modi was to
attend a rally of nearly two lakh
people in Patna before the General
Elections. Just one hour before his
arrival, a number of bomb blasts
took place at the Patna Railway sta-
tion and at the rally spot, the
Gandhi Maidan.

Arriving in Patna, Modi was
warned and cautioned by IB offi-
cers against attending the rally, as
it would mean putting his life in
danger. However, worrying that his
absence could cause a stampede at
the rally and put hundreds of lives
in danger, he chose people’s safe-
ty over his own and attended the
rally, which ultimately had a calm-
ing effect on his supporters.

There are several anecdotes
which tell stories of the human
touch of PM Modi. Statecraft
without concern for people is hol-
low. PM Modi has put people first
in his statecraft.
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Unauthorised use of cell
phones by Russian sol-
diers led to a deadly

Ukrainian rocket attack on the
facility where they were sta-
tioned, according to the Russian
military, as it raised the death toll
from the weekend attack to 89.

Gen. Lt. Sergei Sevryukov
said in a statement late Tuesday
that phone signals allowed Kyiv's
forces to “determine the coor-
dinates of the location of mili-
tary personnel” and launch a
strike. The Russian military is
taking unspecified measures to
“prevent similar tragic incidents
in the future,” Sevryukov said,
and promised to punish officials
responsible for the blunder.

The attack, one of the dead-
liest on the Kremlin's forces
since the start of the war over 10
months ago, occurred one
minute into the new year,
according to Sevryukov.

It was the latest blow to the
Kremlin's military prestige as it
struggles to progress with its
invasion of its neighbour, and
stirred renewed criticism inside
Russia of the way the war is
being conducted amid a suc-
cessful Ukrainian counterof-
fensive.

Ukrainian forces fired six

rockets from a US-provided
HIMARS multiple launch sys-
tem at a building where the sol-
diers were stationed. Two rock-
ets were downed but four hit the
building and detonated, prompt-
ing the collapse of the structure.

Details of the strike have
trickled out in recent days.

UK intelligence officials said
Wednesday that Moscow's
“unprofessional” military prac-
tices were likely partly to blame
for the high casualty rate on the
troops.

“Given the extent of the
damage, there is a realistic pos-
sibility that ammunition was
being stored near to troop
accommodation, which deto-

nated during the strike, creating
secondary explosions,” the UK
Defence Ministry said in a
Twitter post.

In the same post, the min-
istry said that the building struck
by Ukrainian missiles was little
more than 12 kilometres (7.5
miles) from the front line, with-
in “one of the most contested
areas of the conflict," in the
Donetsk region.

“The Russian military has a
record of unsafe ammunition
storage from well before the cur-
rent war, but this incident high-
lights how unprofessional prac-
tices contribute to Russia's high
casualty rate,” the update added.

Meanwhile, the Kremlin-

appointed leader of the Donetsk
region, one of four that Moscow
illegally annexed in September,
on Wednesday praised the
“courage and true heroism” of
the dead Russian soldiers.

Denis Pushilin said in a
Telegram post that some of
those killed tried to pull their
comrades from the burning
building.

In Samara, in southwestern
Russia, locals on Tuesday gath-
ered for an Orthodox service in
memory of the dead. The service
was followed by a minute's
silence, and flowers were laid at
a Soviet-era war memorial, the
state RIA Novosti agency report-
ed. Unconfirmed reports in

Russian-language media said
the victims were mobilised
reservists from the region.

The Russian Defence
Ministry, in a rare admission of
losses, initially said the strike
killed 63 troops. But as emer-
gency crews sifted through the
rubble of the building, the death
toll mounted. The regiment's
deputy commander was among
the dead.

Unconfirmed reports put
the death toll much higher.

The Strategic Communica-
tions Directorate of Ukraine's
armed forces claimed Sunday
that around 400 mobilised
Russian soldiers were killed in a
vocational school building in
Makiivka and about 300 more
were wounded. That claim
couldn't be independently ver-
ified. The Russian statement
said the strike occurred “in the
area of Makiivka” and didn't
mention the school.

Ukraine's presidential office
said Wednesday that at least five
Ukrainian civilians were killed
and 13 others were wounded in
the country over the previous 24
hours, as Russian forces struck
at nine regions in the country's
south and east.

Ukraine continues to seek
Western help in its fight against
the invasion.
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Former premier and CPN
(Unified Socialist) chairman

Madhav Kumar Nepal on
Wednesday said his party is not
in a hurry to join Prime Minister
Pushpa Kamal Dahal 'Pra-
chanda'-led coalition govern-
ment.

In the 275-member House
of Representatives, CPN (Uni-
fied Socialist) has 10 seats. Mad-
hav Nepal said that his party
would not rush to take a deci-
sion about its participation in the
government, which is expected
to take a vote of confidence on
January 10.

Speaking at a programme
organised by the party's sister
organisation, Youth association
Nepal, Kathmandu District
Committee, here Madhav Nepal
clarified that the political picture
is still not clear and that the
politburo meeting of his party
also did not take any decision,
Myrepublica newspaper report-
ed.

He said that they are ready
to make that decision on January
10 after looking at the policies
and programmes of the gov-
ernment and the activities of the
political parties that are part of
the government. On January 2,
Madhav Nepal had ruled out the

possibility of joining the gov-
ernment led by CPN-Maoist
Center chief Prachanda.

He said that the party is
doing well in the current polit-
ical scenario and it is not in
favour of confronting or accus-
ing anyone.

On December 26, "Pra-
chanda" was sworn in as the
Prime Minister for the third
time, a day after the former guer-
rilla leader dramatically walked
out of the pre-poll alliance led by

the Nepali Congress and joined
hands with opposition leader K
P Sharma Oli.

Prachanda claims the sup-
port of 169 members in the 275-
member House of Representa-
tives. A political party needs 138
seats to form a government
under its leadership.

Sher Bahadur Deuba-led
Nepali Congress has 89 seats
while CPN-UML and CPN-
MC secured 78 and 32 seats,
respectively. 
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Myanmar's ruling military leader, Senior
Gen. Min Aung Hlaing, detailed

plans for an election later this year and
called for national unity in a speech on
Wednesday as he led a ceremony marking
the 75th anniversary of independence
from Britain.

He urged other nations and interna-
tional organizations, as well as his country's
own people, to support “the genuine, dis-
cipline-flourishing multiparty democratic
system,” a concept the ruling military has
defined as its goal since it ousted the elect-
ed government of Aung San Suu Kyi in
February 2021.

Min Aung Hlaing also announced a
pardon for 7,012 prisoners to mark the
occasion, along with a partial commutation
of the sentences of other inmates not con-
victed of serious crimes. Some political
detainees were among those being released,
but there was no sign that the gesture would
include Suu Kyi, who has been held virtu-
ally incommunicado by the military since
it seized power.

The 77-year-old Suu Kyi is serving 33
years imprisonment after being convicted
of a series of politically tinged prosecutions
brought by the military, including for ille-
gally importing and possessing walkie-
talkies, violating coronavirus restrictions,
breaching the country's official secrets act,
sedition, election fraud and corruption

charges. She has been held since June in a
custom-built bungalow at the main prison
in the capital, Naypyitaw, kept company by
three women guards but isolated from other
prisoners. Suu Kyi's supporters and inde-
pendent analysts say the cases against her
constitute an attempt to discredit her and
legitimize the military's seizure of power
while keeping her from taking part in the
election that the military has said would take
place by August this year.

The first real move toward holding polls
could occur at the end of this month, when
the latest six-month extension of a state of
emergency is completed. The state of
emergency was instituted to allow military
rule after its takeover in 2021.

The army's takeover reversed nearly a

decade of progress toward democracy
after five decades of military rule. The mil-
itary has said it acted due to massive vot-
ing fraud in the poll, though independent
election observers did not find any major
irregularities.

“Upon accomplishing the provisions of
the state of emergency, free and fair elec-
tions will be held in line with the 2008 con-
stitution, and further work will be under-
taken to hand over state duties to the win-
ning party in accordance with the democ-
ratic standards,” Min Aung Hlaing declared
in his speech in the capital, Naypyitaw,
where he also presided over a large-scale
parade. Military units and civil servants
marched in formation close to the grandiose
parliament complex while fighter jets,
bombers and helicopters flew overhead.

The plan for a general election is
widely seen as an attempt to normalize the
military's seizure of power through the bal-
lot box and to deliver a result that ensures
the generals retain control. The military will
control the entire process and has spent the
past two years enfeebling any credible oppo-
sition.

Although not officially outlawed, the
National League for Democracy, the pop-
ular former ruling party, has effectively been
broken up, with its leaders and many of its
members either in jail or in hiding. All
forms of dissent are currently suppressed
by the security forces, sometimes with lethal
force.
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House Republicans will open
the second day of the new

Congress much like the first —
with leader Kevin McCarthy try-
ing to become House speaker
despite losing in multiple rounds
of voting that threw the new
GOP majority into chaos.

It was the first time in 100
years that a nominee for House
speaker could not take the gavel
on the first vote, but McCarthy
appeared undeterred.

Instead, he vowed to fight to
the finish, encouraged, he said,
by former President Donald
Trump to end the disarray and
pull the Republican Party
together. The House is sched-
uled to convene on Wednesday
after the stalemate essentially
forced all other business to a
standstill, waiting on
Republicans to elect a speaker.

“Today, is that the day I
wanted to have? No,” McCarthy
told reporters late on Tuesday at
the Capitol after a series of
closed-door meetings.

Asked if he would drop
out, McCarthy said, “It's not
going to happen.”

Early on Wednesday, Trump
urged Republicans to vote for
McCarthy: “CLOSE THE
DEAL, TAKE THE VICTORY,”
he wrote on his social media site.

He added: “REPUBLI-
CANS, DO NOT TURN A
GREAT TRIUMPH INTO A
GIANT &amp; EMBARRASS-
ING DEFEAT.”

The tumultuous start to the
new Congress pointed to diffi-
culties ahead with Republicans

now in control of the House.
Tensions flared among the

new House majority as their
campaign promises stalled out.
Without a speaker, the House
cannot fully form — swearing in
its members, naming its com-
mittee chairmen, engaging in
floor proceedings and launching
investigations of the Biden
administration. Lawmakers'
families had waited around, as
what's normally a festive day
descended into chaos, with kids
playing in the aisles or squirm-
ing in parents' arms.

But it was not at all clear
how the embattled GOP leader
could rebound to win over
right-flank conservatives who
reject his leadership. It typical-
ly takes a majority of the House

to become speaker, 218 votes —
though the threshold can drop
if members are absent or mere-
ly vote present, an strategy
McCarthy appeared to be con-
sidering. McCarthy won no
more than 203 votes in three
rounds of voting, losing as many
as 20 Republicans from his slim
222-seat majority, Not since
1923 has a speaker's election
gone to multiple ballots, and the
longest and most gruelling fight
for the gavel started in late 1855
and dragged out for two months,
with 133 ballots, during debates
over slavery in the run-up to the
Civil War.

“Kevin McCarthy is not
going to be a speaker,” declared
Rep. Bob Good, R-Va., one of
the holdouts.

A new generation of con-
servative Republicans, many
aligned with Trump's Make
America Great Again agenda,
want to upend business as usual
in Washington, and were com-
mitted to stopping McCarthy's
rise without concessions to their
priorities.

In many ways, the challenge
from the far-right was reminis-
cent of the last time Republicans
seized power in the House,
when tea party Republicans
brought hardball politics and
shutdown government after
winning control in the 2010
midterm elections.

As the spectacle of voting
dragged on, McCarthy's backers
implored the holdouts to fall in
line for the California

Republican.
“We all came here to get

things done,” the second-rank-
ing Republican, Rep. Steve
Scalise, said in a speech nomi-
nating McCarthy for the vote
and urging his colleagues to
drop their protest.

Railing against Democratic
President Joe Biden's agenda,
Scalise, himself a possible GOP
compromise choice, said, “We
can't start fixing those prob-
lems until we elect Kevin
McCarthy our next speaker.”
But the holdouts forced a third
and final round of voting
before Republican leaders
quickly adjourned on Tuesday
evening.

"The American people are
watching, and it's a good thing,"
said Rep. Chip Roy, R-Texas,
who nominated fellow conser-
vative Rep. Jim Jordan of Ohio
as an alternative for speaker.

Jordan, the McCarthy rival-
turned-ally, was twice pushed
forward by conservatives, but he
does not seem to want the job.

The Ohio Republican is
line to become Judiciary
Committee chairman, and he
rose during the floor debate to
urge his colleagues to instead
vote for McCarthy.

“We have to rally around
him, come together,” Jordan
said. In all, a core group of 19
Republicans — and then 20 —
voted for someone other than
McCarthy. 

“The first ballot sent votes
to Rep. Andy Biggs of
Arizona, Jordan and others,
while Jordan alone won the
votes on the next two ballots.
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European Union nations are
fine-tuning a coordinated

response to China's COVID-19
crisis on Wednesday and are
zeroing in on travel restrictions
that would upset both Beijing
and the global airline industry.

China has already vehe-
mently rejected travel restric-
tions that some EU nations
have started to impose and has
warned of “countermeasures” if
such actions should be expand-
ed in coming days.

Yet on Wednesday, EU
Commission spokesman Tim
McPhie said that the “overwhe-
lming majority of countries are
in favour of” imposing testing of
passengers from China prior to
departure. The EU nations were
seeking an official stance on the
issue later in the day.

The Chinese government
and European health experts
have said there is no pressing
need for any blanket restrictions
on travel since the coronavirus
variants emerging from China
are already prevalent in Europe.

On Wednesday the
International Air Transport
Association, which represents
some 300 airlines worldwide,
lent its powerful voice to the
protests.

“It is extremely disappoint-
ing to see this knee-jerk rein-
statement of measures that have
proven ineffective over the last

three years,” said IATA Director
General Willie Walsh.

“Research undertaken
around the arrival of the omi-
cron variant concluded that
putting barriers in the way of
travel made no difference to the
peak spread of infections. At
most, restrictions delayed that
peak by a few days,” Walsh said.

After threatening counter-
measures on Tuesday, Chinese
government spokesperson Mao
Ning said Wednesday that “we
sincerely hope that all parties will
focus on fighting the epidemic
itself, avoid the politicisation of
COVID.”

Still, the EU seems bent on
taking some sort of joint action
to ensure incoming passengers
from China do not transmit any
potential new variants to the
continent. Sweden, which holds
the EU presidency, said in a
statement that “travelers from
China need to be prepared for
decisions being taken at short
notice.”
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Twitter says it will ease up on
its 3-year-old ban on polit-

ical advertising, the latest change
by Elon Musk as he tries to
pump up revenue after pur-
chasing the social media plat-
form last year. 

The company tweeted late
Tuesday that “we're relaxing
our ads policy for cause-based
ads in the US."

“We also plan to expand the
political advertising we permit
in the coming weeks," the com-
pany said from its Twitter Safety
account. Twitter banned all
political advertising in 2019,
reacting to growing concern
about misinformation spreading
on social media.

At the time, then-CEO Jack
Dorsey said that while internet
ads are powerful and effective
for commercial advertisers, “that
power brings significant risks to
politics, where it can be used to
influence votes to affect the
lives of millions.” 

The latest move appears to
represent a break from that pol-
icy, which had banned ads by
candidates, political parties, or
elected or appointed govern-
ment officials.

Political advertising made
up a sliver of Twitter's overall
revenue, accounting for less
than $3 million of total spend-
ing for the 2018 U.S. Midterm
election. 
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Sri Lanka's top election body
announced on Wednesday

that it will accept nominations
from January 18 to 21 for the
local council polls, which have
been postponed since March
amidst the prevailing econom-
ic crisis.

Notices calling for nomina-
tions for 340 local government
bodies were also released by dis-
trict secretaries on Wednesday.

The nominations would be
accepted between January 18
and 21, the National Election
Commission said. A date for the
polls would be announced a
week thereafter.

The elections for local coun-
cils in the country have been
postponed since March last year

as the government grappled
with the economic crisis and the
political upheaval which led to
street protests.

Sri Lanka's local govern-
ment elections have been mired
in controversy with Opposition
parties accusing the govern-
ment of delaying the polls
because the ruling Sri Lanka
Podujana Peramuna (SLPP)
fears an embarrassing defeat.

The announcement of nom-
ination dates came as Oppo-
sition parties expressed doubts
over the government's intention
to hold the election.

“The government is trying
their best not to hold it. But a
postponement can only be done
through a referendum," GL
Peiris, an opposition parlia-
mentarian, told reporters.
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British Prime Minister Rishi
Sunak, in his first major

speech of 2023 on Wednesday,
pledged to halve inflation,
grow the UK economy and
stop illegal immigration.

In a speech setting out the
Conservative government's
priorities for the year ahead,
Sunak focused on tackling the
UK's slowing economy and
made promises to reduce
national debt. He also vowed to
pass new laws to stop migrants
from arriving on UK shores in
small boats, as well as cut mas-
sive backlogs in Britain's pub-
lic health service.

"Those are the people's
priorities. They are your gov-
ernment's priorities. And we
will either have achieved them
or not," Sunak said.

"No trick, no ambiguity,
we're either delivering for you
or we're not. We will rebuild
trust in politics through
action, or not at all," he added.

Sunak, who came to office
in October after a tumultuous
year in UK politics that saw the
resignation of two other prime
ministers, stressed that he
would deliver stability. He said
his first priority was to "halve
inflation this year to ease the
cost of living and give people
financial security."

Sunak's predecessor, Liz
Truss, unveiled a disastrous
package of unfunded tax cuts
in September and was forced
to quit after less than two
months in the job. Her poli-
cies sent the British pound
tumbling, drove up the cost of
borrowing and triggered
emergency intervention from
Britain's central bank.

Since Sunak replaced
Truss in late October, the UK
economy has calmed but he
still faced a cost-of-living cri-
sis and widening labor unrest
as key public sector workers
from nurses and ambulance
drivers to train workers stage
disruptive strikes to demand

better pay to keep pace with
soaring inflation.

Inflation in the UK stood
at 10.7% in November - down
slightly from October - but
that's still near the highest in
four decades. Energy and food
costs have soared, in large part
driven by Russia's war on
Ukraine, and living standards
have plunged for millions of
Britons.

In recent weeks, Sunak's
government was also under
increasing pressure to address
failings in the public health
system, with many frontpage

headlines focusing on the lack
of hospital beds and the
record waiting times needed
to see a doctor or get an
ambulance.

Authorities have blamed
high numbers of flu and
COVID-19 cases, but health
chiefs say the problems are
longstanding and a result of
chronic government under-
funding.

Sunak's Conser vative
Party, which has been in
power for 12 years, is lagging
behind the opposition Labour
Party in polls.
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Turkey's defense minister
said Wednesday that

Turkish and Russian troops
could "expand" their joint
patrols in northern Syria as part
of efforts to bring security to the
region.

Hulusi Akar did not elab-
orate on the plans, which come
days after he held talks with his
Syrian and Russian counter-
parts in a surprise meeting in
Moscow. Akar's talks with
Syria's Mahmoud Abbas
marked the first ministerial
level meeting between Turkey
and Syria since relations broke
down with the start of the
Syrian civil war more than 11
years ago.

"We can expand the joint
patrols with Russia in (the)
north of Syria," Akar told a
group of reporters when asked
about his discussions in
Moscow, according to a defense
ministry statement.

More talks between

Russian, Syrian and Turkish
officials would follow, Akar
said, adding: "our hope is that
this process will continue in a
reasonable, logical and suc-
cessful manner, and the fight
against terrorism will be suc-
cessful." Turkey has been threat-
ening to carry out a new mili-
tary offensive into Syria against
Kurdish militants it has blamed
for a deadly Nov. 13 bomb

attack in Istanbul.
Moscow, which has been

pressing for a reconciliation
between Ankara and
Damascus, has made clear that
it opposes a new Turkish inva-
sion. It was not immediately
clear whether Russia may have
proposed expanded joint
patrols between Turkish and
Russian forces to avert a new
incursion.

Turkey and Syria have been
standing on opposing sides of
the Syrian conflict, with Turkey
backing rebels trying to oust
Syrian President Bashar Assad.
Damascus for its part, has
denounced Turkey's hold over
stretches of territory in north-
ern Syria which were seized in
a series of military incursions
since 2016 to drive away
Kurdish militant groups.
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Natural gas storage levels in
the European Union stand

at nearly 84% and were higher
in December than the average
amount in reserve 4-6 years ago,
the EU's executive branch said
Wednesday, despite Russian
attempts to choke off supplies
amid its war on Ukraine.

Fearing winter shortages,
the 27 EU countries began
stocking up on gas last year.
Joint gas reserve levels climbed
to 82% by September, well
ahead of an 80% target set for
November. Gas consumption
also dropped by 20% from
August to November as prices
spiked.

Angered by EU war-related
sanctions, Russia tightened its
gas taps to Europe last year. Its
pipeline gas accounted for 40%

of all gas Europe imported
before President Vladimir Putin
ordered his troops into Ukraine
in late February, but now it only
accounts for around 9%.

"It's a fairly good position to
be in," EU commission
spokesman Tim McPhie told
reporters. "We have a healthy
level of gas storage for the start
of this year, but we are by no
means complacent. We know

that this year will continue to be
challenging."

The commission estimates
that joint gas storage levels
stand at almost 84%, and that
storage levels in December
were 13% higher than the EU
average in 2016-2018. Energy
prices have also tumbled in
recent months, in part due to
milder than expected winter
weather.
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The Islamic State group
claimed responsibility for a

bombing near a checkpoint at
the Afghan capital's military
airport that killed and wound-
ed several people.

IS said in a statement late
on Tuesday that Sunday's attack
on the checkpoint in Kabul was
carried out by the same mem-
ber who took part in an assault
on a hotel in the capital in mid-
December.

The regional affiliate of
the Islamic State group - known
as the Islamic State in Khorasan
Province and a key rival of the
Taliban - has increased its
attacks in Afghanistan since the
Taliban takeover in 2021.
Targets have included Taliban
patrols and members of
Afghanistan's Shiite minority.

IS published a photo of the
attacker identifying him as
Abdul Jabbar, saying he with-

drew safely from the attack on
the hotel after he ran out of
ammunition.

It added he detonated his
explosives-laden vest target-
ing the soldiers gathered at the
checkpoint.

The military airport is
around 200 metres (yards)
from the civilian airport and
close to the Interior Ministry,
itself the site of a suicide bomb-
ing last October that killed at
least four people.

Abdul Nafi Takor, a
spokesman at the Taliban-run
Interior Ministry, said the
explosion left "several" people
dead and wounded, without
providing figures or further
information. He said details of
an investigation will be shared
later.

Takor and Khalid Zadran,
spokesman for the Kabul police
chief, did not respond to
requests on Wednesday asking
for further comment.

The checkpoint - located
on Airport Road, which leads
to high-security neighbour-
hoods housing government
ministries, foreign embassies
and the presidential palace -
appeared damaged but intact.

Zabihullah Mujahid,
spokesman for the Taliban
government, said at least seven

IS members were killed during
a Taliban operation in Kabul on
Wednesday. He added that
seven IS fighters were arrested
from their hideout in the
neighbourhood of Shahdai
Salehin.

A separate operation in
western Nimroz province
resulted in two more IS arrests,
Mujahid said. Local residents
from the area reported sounds
of several explosions and an
hourslong gunbattle.
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More than 30 graves at a
historic Christian ceme-

tery in Jerusalem were found
toppled and vandalised, the
diocese said on Wednesday,
jolting the Christian minority
in the contested city.

Israel's Foreign Ministry
called the attack an "immoral
act" and "an affront to religion."
Jerusalem's Anglican
Archbishop Hosam Naoum
called it a "clear hate crime."

The British consulate said
it was just the latest in a string
of assaults on the Christian
community in the holy city of
Jerusalem.

Police officers were sent to
the Protestant Cemetery on
Jerusalem's Mount Zion to
investigate the profanation.
Mount Zion, associated in
Christian tradition with the site
of the Last Supper that Jesus
shared with his disciples the
night before his crucifixion, is
also sacred to Jews and
Muslims and has been at the
centre of competing religious

claims throughout the decades-
long Israeli-Palestinian con-
flict.

Widely shared security
camera footage on Sunday
showed two young men - both
wearing a Jewish skullcap and
tzitzit, the knotted ritual fringes
worn by observant Jews -
breaking into the cemetery,
knocking over stone crosses
and smashing and stomping on
tombstones, leaving a trail of
debris and broken headstones.

Among the destroyed
tombs was one containing a
19th century bust of Samuel
Gobat, the second Protestant
Bishop in Jerusalem who died
in 1879, the Episcopal diocese
said.

The graves of three
Palestinian police officers who
died during in the British man-
date years were also vandalized.

The diocese cautioned that
the desecration of the cemetery
should be seen as an ominous
warning about "hatred against
Christians."

"Many stone crosses were
the targets of the vandals, clear-

ly indicating that these crimi-
nal acts were motivated by
religious bigotry," it said, urg-
ing authorities to redouble
efforts to find the perpetrators.

The Protestant Cemetery
on the venerated Mount Zion
just outside Jerusalem's Old
City walls was established in
1848 and was part of territory
that Israel seized in the 1967
Mideast war. The cemetery
houses the graves of dozens of
Palestinian police officers killed
during the First and Second
World Wars as well as Christian

leaders who died in the 19th
and 20th centuries.

Jewish extremists have
defaced church property on
Mount Zion in the past years.
Jews consider Mount Zion
the traditional burial place of
the biblical King David and
some ultra-Orthodox and
nationalist activists have
opposed Christian prayer
rights at the site. A Jewish
seminar y known as the
Diaspora Yeshiva has taken
over many buildings in the
Mount Zion compound.
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Iran released a prominent
actress from an Oscar-win-

ning film on Wednesday, near-
ly three weeks after she was
jailed for criticizing a crack-
down on anti-government
protests, local reports said.

Iran's semi-official ISNA
news agency said Taraneh
Alidoosti, the 38-year-old star
of Asghar Farhadi's Oscar-
winning 2016 film, "The
Salesman," was released on
bail. Her mother, Nadere
Hakimelahi, had earlier said
she would be released in a post
on Instagram.

After her release from the
notorious Evin Prison in
Tehran on Wednesday,
Alidoosti posed with bunches

of flowers, surrounded by
friends. No further details have
been released about her case.

Alidoosti was among sev-
eral Iranian celebrities to
express support for the nation-
wide protests and criticise the
authorities' violent clampdown
on dissent. She had posted at
least three messages in support
of the protests on Instagram
before her account was dis-
abled.
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Poland's defence minister on
Wednesday signed a deal to

buy a second batch of US
Abrams main battle tanks as
Warsaw beefs up its defensive
capabilities and strengthens
military cooperation with
Washington in light of Russia's
war in neighbouring Ukraine.

Officials said Poland is the
first US ally in Europe to be
receiving Abrams tanks.

Defence Minister Mariusz
Blaszczak signed the USD 1.4
billion deal at a military base in
Wesola, near Warsaw. The
agreement foresees the delivery
of 116 M1A1 Abrams tanks
with related equipment and
logistics starting this year.

"We are strengthening
Poland's armed forces, we are
strengthening the iron fist of the
Polish army in order to increase

the power to deter the aggres-
sor," said Blaszczak, who is also
a deputy prime minister.

He said cooperation
between Poland and the US is
strengthening the security of the
entire region and especially of
the eastern flank of NATO.

Attending the signing cer-
emony were US deputy chief of
mission in Poland Daniel
Lawton and US Brig. Gen. John
Lubas, deputy commander of
the 101st Airborne Division, ele-
ments of which are stationed in
southeastern Poland close to the
border with Ukraine.
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Rural demand for the FMCG
industry in the December

quarter was not as discernible as
retail inflation stayed at elevat-
ed levels, even as the urban and
premium categories maintained
a "steady pace of growth",
Marico said.

Overall, the sector witnessed
some improvement in demand,
which was more visible in spe-
cific categories buoyed by the
festive fervour and oncoming
winter season, the FMCG firm
said in its latest quarterly update.

Marico's domestic business
showed a slight improvement
over the preceding quarter to
post a "mid-single-digit volume
growth".

The company has witnessed
some semblance of stability in
key input prices and consumer
pricing across key franchises,
and expects its operating mar-
gins to improve both on a

sequential and year-on-year
basis.

"In view of the lower rev-
enue growth, we expect a mod-
est growth in operating profit,"
Marico said in its updates for the
December quarter.

Talking about the domestic
market, Marico said its brand
Parachute Coconut Oil posted
low single-digit volume growth
after a visible recovery in
December as consumer pricing

stabilised, with copra prices
firming up in the off-season.

"Going forward, we expect
the brand to deliver growth in
line with medium-term aspira-
tion," it noted.

Saffola Oils posted a "low
teen volume growth" and foods
continued a "strong run" towards
the stated revenue aspiration.

"Value Added Hair Oils had
a subdued quarter, which was
mainly a reflection of tepid sen-
timent in rural and mass person-
al care categories. Premium
Personal Care, on the other
hand, witnessed double-digit
growth in line with sectoral
trends," it said.

During the quarter, the
international business of Marico
continued its "healthy growth
momentum with high single-
digit constant currency growth",
even while contending with
implications of currency depre-
ciation and high inflation in key
markets.
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Private sector lender HDFC
Bank on Wednesday said it

has recorded a 19.5 per cent
increase in credit growth to Rs
15 lakh crore for the third quar-
ter ended December 2022.

The bank had outstanding
credit at Rs 12.6 lakh crore at
the end of December 31, 2021,
HDFC Bank said in a regula-
tory filing. On a sequential
basis, the bank posted a 1.8 per
cent growth over the
September 2022 quarter's fig-
ure of Rs 14.7 lakh crore.

As per the bank's internal
business classification, domes-
tic retail loans grew by around
21.5 per cent over December
31, 2021 and around 5 per cent
over September 30, 2022; com-
mercial and rural banking
loans grew by around 30 per
cent over December 31, 2021
and around 5 per cent over
September 30, 2022.

Corporate and other
wholesale loans grew by
around 20 per cent over
December 31, 2021 but were
lower by around 1 per cent
compared to September 30,
2022, it said.

The bank's deposits aggre-
gated to approximately Rs 17.3

lakh crore as of December 31,
2022, a growth of around 19.9
per cent over Rs 14.4 lakh crore
in the year-ago period.

With regard to Current
Account Saving Account
(CASA) deposits, it said they
aggregated to approximately
Rs 7.6 lakh crore as of
December 31, 2022, a growth
of around 12 per cent over the
same period a year ago.

During the quarter ended
December 31, 2022, the bank
purchased loans worth Rs 8,892
crore through the direct assign-
ment route under the home
loan arrangement with
Housing Development Finance
Corporation (HDFC), its par-
ent entity.
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Issues related to ATM/debit
cards and mobile/electronic

banking were the top grounds of
complaints received at the Office
of Banking Ombudsman (OBO)
during April 1 to November 11,
2021, an RBI report said on
Wednesday.

The volume of complaints
received under the Ombudsman
Schemes/Consumer Education
and Protection Cells during
2021-22 increased by 9.39 per
cent over the previous year and
stood at 4,18,184, it said.

Of these, 3,04,496 com-
plaints were handled by the 22
Offices of RBI Ombudsman
(ORBIOs), including the com-
plaints received under the three
erstwhile Ombudsman Schemes
till November 11, 2021.

Complaints related to ATM/
debit cards were the highest at
14.65 per cent of the total, fol-

lowed by mobile/ electronic
banking at 13.64 per cent.

Around 90 per cent of the
total complaints were received
through digital modes, includ-
ing on the online Complaint
Management System (CMS)
portal, email, and Centralised
Public Grievance Redress and
Monitoring System
(CPGRAMS).

Majority 66.11 per cent of
the maintainable complaints
were resolved through mutual
settlement/conciliation/media-
tion, it said.

The report further said the
rate of disposal of complaints by
ombudsmen improved to 97.97
per cent in 2021-22 from 96.59
per cent in 2020-21.

Under the RBI-OS, 2021,
following the 'One Nation, One
Ombudsman' principle, the ter-
ritorial jurisdictions for the
ORBIOs have been abrogated,
and complaints are assigned to

all the ORBIOs by the CMS.
Grounds of complaint cov-

ered under the RBIOS have
also been expanded to cover all
complaints involving 'deficien-
cy of service', which has been
defined under the scheme, it
said, adding the CMS was
upgraded to align with the
requirements under RB-IOS,
2021 to improve its overall effi-
ciency.

The coverage of RBIOS was

extended to include the non-
scheduled Urban Cooperative
Banks (UCBs) with a deposit
size of Rs 50 crore or above as
at the end of previous Financial
Year. Credit Information
Companies (CICs) were brought
under RBI-IOS with effect from
September 1, 2022.

Between November 12 and
March 31, 2022, a total of
1,86,268 complaints were
received under the RBI-OS.

The Centralised Receipt
and Processing Center (CRPC)
at RBI, Chandigarh handled
the preliminary scrutiny of the
complaints received through
email/physical mode (1,49,419
complaints) and closed 1,07,821
complaints as non-complaints/
non-maintainable complaints
during the period.

Under the erstwhile three
Schemes and the RB-IOS, it said,
during the period April 1, 2021
to March 31, 2022, total number

of complaints received at the
ORBIOs and the CRPC stood at
4,18,184, showing an increase of
9.39 per cent over last year.

Of these, 3,04,496 com-
plaints were handled by the 22
ORBIOs. The overall disposal
rate for the year at the ORBIOs
stood at 97.97 per cent.

Talking about other devel-
opments during the year, the
report said, a Nationwide
Customer Satisfaction Survey to
assess the satisfaction level of the
complainants who had
approached the RBIOs for
redressal of their grievances
was undertaken through a third-
party agency, which indicated
the overall satisfaction level of
the complainants was at 59.55
per cent.

The annual Root Cause
Analysis for the year 2022 was
conducted and necessary action
initiated based on the causes
identified, it added. 
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The Indian tyre industry will
be able to scale a turnover of

Rs 1 lakh crore in the next three
years on the back of new capac-
ities available, Automotive Tyre
Manufacturers Association said
on Wednesday.

The industry has complet-
ed investment of Rs 35,000
crore in the last three years in
new capacity creation and
debottlenecking.

"The new capacities will go
on stream over the next couple
of years to meet the growing
demand in an economy that is
poised to remain as the fastest
growing for the next few years,"
Automotive Tyre Manufacturers
Association (ATMA) said in a
statement.

Demand is expected to
grow stronger in view of an
uptick in economic activities and
the big push envisaged for infra-
structure growth.

"The new capacity will help
the industry notch a turnover of
Rs 1 lakh crore in the next 3
years from Rs 75,000 crore cur-
rently," ATMA said.

"The investments that have
been undertaken in a challeng-
ing time period, span across all
the key tyre segments with
major beneficiary being truck
and bus radials (TBR) and pas-
senger car radials (PCR) man-
ufacturing," ATMA Chairman
Satish Sharma said.

Although the external envi-
ronment continues to be chal-
lenging, ATMA said, there are
several tailwinds to tyre sector's
growth domestically. 

"Different segments of the
Auto sector have already reached
or are reaching pre-pandemic
levels in size and scale aiding
demand for tyres," it said adding,
premiumisation of the passen-
ger car market with a clear
preference for SUVs is creating
an exponential rise in demand
for higher profile tyres for 16-
inch wheels and above.
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The Sensex skidded 637
points while the Nifty
plunged below the 18,050-

level on Wednesday as investors
took money off the table after a
two-day rally ahead of the
release of US Fed meeting min-
utes.

Unabated foreign fund out-
flows also weighed on sentiment,
traders said.

The 30-share BSE Sensex
slumped 636.75 points or 1.04
per cent to settle at 60,657.45.
The broader NSE Nifty ended
lower by 189.60 points or 1.04
per cent at 18,042.95.

Tata Steel was the biggest
loser among Sensex compo-
nents, slipping 2.32 per cent, fol-
lowed by Power Grid, Tata
Motors, Wipro, Infosys, HDFC
Bank, HDFC and Reliance
Industries.

Only two counters managed
to end in the green — Maruti
Suzuki and TCS, rising up to
0.22 per cent.

"The domestic market
affected by the worries in the
global market, traded with deep
cuts. Fears over aggressive rate
hikes resurfaced ahead of the
release of Fed meeting minutes,
a meeting that left the door open
for additional hikes.

"Apart from global cues, the
domestic market will pay close
attention to corporate earn-
ings," said Vinod Nair, Head of
Research at Geojit Financial
Services.

Siddhartha Khemka, Head
- Retail Research, Motilal Oswal
Financial Services Ltd, said cau-

tiousness ahead of the release of
FOMC meeting minutes led to
some profit booking in the
index heavyweights.

"Some of the banks have
announced strong pre-quarter-
ly business updates indicating
good results ahead, which could
keep the sector in limelight.
Other sectors like insurance, fer-
tilizer, capital goods and agri
related stocks can see some
momentum in anticipation of
development in upcoming
Budget," he added.

In the broader market, the
BSE midcap gauge declined
0.97 per cent and the smallcap
index dipped 0.79 per cent.

Among sectoral indices,
metal tanked 2.83 per cent,
realty went lower by 1.99 per
cent, utilities (1.74 per cent),
energy (1.70 per cent), oil & gas

(1.52 per cent) and power (1.51
per cent).

Elsewhere in Asia, equity
markets in Seoul, Shanghai and
Hong Kong ended in the green,
while Tokyo settled lower.

Equity exchanges in Europe
were trading in the positive
zone in mid-session deals.
Markets in the had US ended
lower on Tuesday.

International oil benchmark
Brent crude dipped 1.86 per cent
to USD 80.57 per barrel.

The rupee recovered from
its all-time low level and settled
18 paise higher at 82.82 (provi-
sional) against the US dollar on
Wednesday, supported by easing
crude oil prices. Foreign
Institutional Investors (FIIs)
offloaded shares worth a net Rs
2,620.89 crore on Wednesday,
according to exchange data. 
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Akasa Air on Wednesday
introduced its in-flight safe-

ty manual in Braille for persons
with visual impairment.

Akasa Air has partnered
with The Xavier's Resource
Centre for the Visually
Challenged (XRCVC) to devel-
op this Braille in-flight safety
manual, which provides an
explanation of the safety instruc-
tions in English and Hindi.

The safety manual provid-
ed to passengers onboard upon
request, covers detailed instruc-
tions on seat belt operation, loca-
tion of emergency exits and life
jackets, tactile diagrams that
help orient passengers to aircraft
and aircraft positions and other

essential safety information.
Belson Coutinho, Co-

Founder and Chief Marketing &
Experience Officer, Akasa Air,
said: "We are committed to
being socially cohesive with a
focus on being dependable,
warm, efficient, and reliable
and our Braille in-flight safety
manual is a testimony to this
commitment. We are extreme-
ly grateful to Dr Sam Tarapo-
revala and the entire team at
XRCVC for their guidance and
constant support in our endeav-
our towards inclusive travel."

Taraporevala, Executive
Director, XRCVC, said: "The
Xavier's Resource Centre for the
Visually Challenged (XRCVC),
a department of St. Xavier's
College, Mumbai is a national

level support and advocacy cen-
tre for persons with disabilities.
The XRCVC was set up in 2003
as an Assistive Technology sup-
port centre for students with
visual impairment in higher
education. Akasa Air's Braille in-
flight safety manual is an exam-
ple of an airline taking a step
towards social inclusion."

Akasa Air has placed a firm
order of 72 Boeing 737 MAX
airplanes, powered by CFM fuel
efficient, LEAP-1B engines. The
737 MAX family aircraft deliv-
er superior efficiency in reduc-
ing fuel use and carbon emis-
sions, fulfilling the airline's
promise of being an environ-
mentally friendly company with
the youngest and greenest fleet
in the Indian skies.
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India's GDP will be close to
USD 20 trillion by 2047 and

per capita income may reach
USD 10,000 (at current value of
USD), Bibek Debroy, chairman,
Economic Advisory Council to
the Prime Minister, said on
Wednesday.

Virtually addressing the
inaugural session at the 57th
Annual Conference of the
Indian Econometric Society
(TIES) held at the University of
Hyderabad (UoH) here, he said
though the COVID-19 pan-
demic may have passed, still
there is a lot of uncertainty
around the world on what is
happening in China, about the
Russia-Ukraine conflict, growth

prospects in Europe and the
USA.

“In 2047, India will have a
per capita income of the value of
today's dollars of 10,000 US
Dollars. The average size of the
GDP will be approaching close
to 20 trillion US Dollars too.

India, therefore, will be a trans-
formed society,” a press release
from the varsity quoting Debroy
said.

Remarking that basic neces-
sities have been provided to the
people and more so in the rural
areas by the government, he said
the economic indicators after the
COVID have improved in India.
Everyone is now looking to see
the rate of growth in 2023-24
and the growth of economy by
2047.

According to him, India
may witness volatilities in forex
markets and capital markets
and exchange rates due to some
of the uncertainties around the
world such as Russia- Ukraine
conflict, growth prospects in
Europe and the USA.

“Since India is not insulat-
ed, we will also face the volatil-
ity, forex markets and capital
markets and exchange rates will
face volatility. Inflation rates
will also be impacted to some
uncertainty,” he said.

Debroy opined that India
needs need a simplified GST and
direct tax as these are the areas
on which everybody should
think and the research that
helps in making policy decisions
much informed.

In order to increase India's
growth rate from 7 per cent to
eight per cent, lot more research
needs to be done at the level of
the States as different States are
at different levels of development
and hence the sources of growth
will also be different.
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2021.
Since the establishment of

centralised receipt and processing
centre (CRPC) under the Reserve
Bank - Integrated Ombudsman
Scheme (RB-IOS, 2021), out of the
1,49,419 complaints handled at the
CRPC, 1,43,552 complaints had
been disposed by March 31, 2022.

These are the some of the key
highlights of RBI's annual report
of ombudsman schemes for 2021-
22, which released on Wednesday.

The rate of disposal of com-
plaints by RBIOs improved to
97.97 per cent in 2021-22 from
96.59 per cent in 2020-21.

Majority (63.63 per cent) of
the maintainable complaints were
resolved through mutual settle-
ment, conciliation and media-
tion, the report said.
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Complaints received by the RBI
relating to digital modes of

payment and transactions were the
highest in 2021-22, constituting
42.12 per cent of the total com-
plaints received during the fiscal.

The volume of complaints
received under the RBI ombuds-
man schemes consumer education
and protection cells during 2021-
22 increased by 9.39 per cent over
the previous year and stood at
4,18,184 during the reported peri-
od.

Of these, 3,04,496 complaints
were handled by the 22 offices of
RBI ombudsman (ORBIOs),
including the complaints received
under the three erstwhile ombuds-
man schemes till November 11,
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Gold price rose by Rs 378 to
Rs 56,130 per 10 gram in

the national capital on
Wednesday amid a rally in the
precious metal prices globally,
according to HDFC Securities.

The yellow metal had set-
tled at Rs 55,752 per 10 gram
in the previous trade.

Silver, however, declined by
Rs 147 to Rs 70,675 per kilo-
gram.

"Comex spot gold prices
traded higher in early Asian
hours on Wednesday," said an
analyst at HDFC Securities.

In the overseas market,
gold was trading higher at
USD 1,859 per ounce while sil-
ver was flat at USD 24.24 per
ounce.

"Gold continues to trade
positive hovering around its
six-week high amidst a fall in
dollar index. Investors await
minutes from the Federal
Reserve's December policy
meeting that could offer hints
on the US central bank's tight-
ening path," Navneet Damani,
Senior VP – Commodity
Research at Motilal Oswal
Financial Services said. 
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For the first time since early
2021, Apple's market cap fell

below $2 trillion during trading
on Tuesday, one year to the day
after it became the first public
tech company valued at $3 tril-
lion.

The fall meant that in just
one year, the tech giant lost $1
trillion in market capitalisation.

According to CNN, like
many other tech companies,
Apple has been hit by supply
chain issues.

Its manufacturing in China
has taken a hit due to a fresh
wave of Covid infections in the
only major economy combating
such a crisis.

On January 3, Apple's shares
were down by nearly 4 per cent
after a report raised concerns
about consumer demand for its
products, according to the
report.

Nikkei Asia reported on
Monday that Apple recently
notified several suppliers to
build fewer parts for some of its
most popular devices for the first
quarter, including AirPods, the
Apple Watch, and MacBooks.

Such reports have raised
concern about demand for
Apple products as well.

However, Apple is not the
only company to suffer a mas-
sive reduction in market capital-
isation.

While Apple's market value
has declined significantly, other
major technology companies
have experienced steeper per-
centage declines.

Amazon and Facebook-par-
ent Meta's shares have fallen by
about 50 per cent and 63 per
cent, respectively, over the past
year, said the report.

In comparison, Apple was
down about 31 per cent over the
same time period, the report
added.
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New Zealand where the 'blind scoop' over '45', would
normally go for a six.

But the smart operator that he is, Surya will find
a way to manoeuvre against a Sri Lankan bowling attack
which is more dependant on spinners Wanindu
Hasaranga and Mahesh Theekshana who accounted for
two wickets, giving away only 51 runs in their cumu-
lative eight overs.

Deepak Hooda and Axar Patel's batting effort was
lauded by one and all and their utility is there to be seen.

Shivam Mavi's dream debut is certainly a big relief
for skipper Pandya, who could be lauded for taking the
new ball and bowling an incisive first spell alongside
the newcomer.

Mavi (4/22), with his ability to swing the ball, and
Umran Malik's (2/27) raw pace is welcome addition to
this T20 playing XI and seem to be long-term invest-
ments going into the 2024 T20 World Cup.

However the worry will be leg-spinner Yuzvendra
Chahal, who must have lost a bit of confidence after
being ignored during the T20 World Cup.

In fact, Chahal went for 26 in his first two overs
and the skipper couldn't let him complete his spell.
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Shubman Gill will be aiming to up the ante in the
Powerplay overs to keep his nearest competitor
Ruturaj Gaikwad at bay as a buoyant India team

aims to come all guns blazing against Sri Lanka in its
bid to clinch the series in the second T20I here on
Thursday.

India won a last-ball thriller by two runs in the
opener at Wankhede while defending a below-par score
and skipper Hardik Pandya spoke about the benefits
of overcoming difficult situations as the team moves
forward.

While T20Is aren't of highest priority in an ODI
World Cup year, Gill will not like to repeat the mistakes
of his predecessors while aiming to cement his place
in the T20I side after making a reputation for himself
in the longer versions.

Gill's career strike-rate after playing 96 T20 games
(mostly IPL and Syed Mushtaq Ali Trophy) is a mod-
est 128.74 and, even on debut, he looked like a shaky
starter. While Gill has opened a lot for KKR and even
was an integral part at the top of the order for Gujarat
Titans, his game is primarily based on consolidation
and then going for the kill.

However, this is the identical approach that had cost
KL Rahul a place in the T20 squad. While skipper
Pandya, like every other Indian captain in the recent
past has promised a fearless approach at the top, he
would need each of his player to walk the talk.

The Indian T20 cupboard is brimming with tal-
ent with players likes Ruturaj and Rahul Tripathi cool-
ing their heels in the dugout.

It is expected that both Gill and Ishan Kishan will
get all three games in the series and an impactful
Powerplay will also give the batters coming down the
order more confidence to play fearless cricket.

The batting unit will like to score more runs in the
second game and a lot will depend on the manner in
which new vice-captain Suryakumar Yadav does what
is known as "front-loading" (heavy-duty hitting in the
first 10 overs) in cricketing jargon.

Surya was dismissed cheaply, one of his rare T20
failures after a golden 2022 but it was more to do with
a bit of less pace off the surface unlike Australia and
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Pakistan rode on Saud
Shakeel's patient first Test

century and Safaraz Ahmed's
aggressive 78 to trail New
Zealand by 42 runs on the third
day of the second Test on
Wednesday.

Left-handed Shakeel bat-
ted throughout the day to go
unbeaten on 124 off 336 balls in
an innings spanned over eight
hours before New Zealand spin-
ners hit back late with four wick-
ets and Pakistan finished the day
at 407-9 at stumps.

"When I entered into the 90s
I got nervous for 1-2 overs, but
Sarfaraz told me don't take ten-
sion," Shakeel said after raising
his maiden Test hundred in his
hometown and hitting 17 fours.

"Sarfaraz is a very senior
player, I started my career with
him. It was good that he was
with me when I scored my cen-
tury."

New Zealand part-time
seamer Daryl Mitchell squeezed
out Pakistan in the final session
which saw the host score 70 runs
as leftarm spinner Ajaz Patel (3-
88) chipped away with wickets
of Agha Salman (41) and Hasan
Ali (4) through juggling catch-

es by Michael Bracewell and
Devon Conway.

Leg-spinner Ish Sodhi (2-
94), who is recalled for the
Pakistan Test tour after four
years, had Naseem Shah and Mir
Hamza clean bowled off succes-
sive deliveries, but Abrar Ahmed
avoided the hat-trick ball with an
umbrella of fielders surrounding
him and was yet to get off the
mark.

New Zealand could have
exposed Pakistan's long tail
early after tea still leading by 100
runs, but Tom Latham dropped
a regulation catch of Shakeel's
lose drive at short point much to
the disappointment of skipper
Tim Southee (1-62).

Earlier, Shakeel and Sarfaraz
kept New Zealand at bay with
their determined 150-run stand
in three hours after Pakistan lost
the sole wicket of Imam-ul-Haq
in a quiet first session which also
produced 70 runs.

Mitchell came close to dis-
missing Sarfaraz off his first ball
late in the second session, but the
batter successfully overturned
umpire Alex Wharf 's lbw ruling
through television referral. But
two balls later, Tom Blundell had
him stumped after collecting the
ball down the legside.
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Former India opener Gautam
Gambhir feels seniors like

skipper Rohit Sharma and Virat
Kohli, who are great players of
spin, will play a massive role in
the ODI World Cup, to be held
in the country later this year.

Gambhir said India need to
identify fearless players and
have a mixture of cricketers in
the 50-over format.

"First, you need to identify
the players who got that fearless
approach and probably in a
format like 50 overs you need to
have a mixture of every kind of
player. There are players who
can anchor their innings.
Change in role has also made a
huge difference," Gambhir said
Star Sports show 'Road to World
Cup Glory'.

"I feel people like Virat
Kohli, Rohit Sharma and all

those guys who can anchor
their innings, who probably can
play spin really well will play a
massive role the coming World
Cup."

The cricketer-turned politi-
cian said the introduction of two
balls from two ends has changed
the template in ODIs.

"During that time we had
only one new ball, now we've got
two new balls with five fielders
inside. So, the role of a part timer
has gone out of the window. The
reverse swings, you don't see
enough of reverse swings any-
more, you don't see enough of
chase for the finger spinners as
well," Gambhir said.

"But, I always feel that when
we talk about this new approach,
which India always talks about,
the template and stuff, you've got
to identify players who can
adapt those roles or that tem-
plate very easily."

Gambhir said India need to
stick to a set of players and try
them in matches to succeed in
the ODI World Cup at home.

"If they want to take a break,
people who play more than
three formats, they can definite-
ly take a break from T20 crick-
et, but surely not from the ODI
format. They got to play togeth-
er. "I think the biggest mistake
that Indian cricket has made in
the last two World Cups has
been that these guys have not
played enough of cricket togeth-
er. Tell me how many times have
we got the best playing 11 on the
park?

"We haven't, only during the
World Cup we decided to have
the best playing 11, but unfor-
tunately that was never the best
playing 11," he said.

Gambhir said if need be
Indian cricketers should avoid
playing the IPL and need to pri-

oritise 50-over cricket keeping
the World Cup in mind.

"So these guys have to play
enough of white-ball cricket,
especially for the 50 overs World
Cup together irrespective
whether they want to take a
break from the T20 or from the
IPL. But the break has to hap-
pen in the T20 format and not
the 50 overs. "If the franchisee
has to suffer they have to suffer.
Indian cricket is the main stake
holder, not the IPL. IPL is just
the by product. So, if India goes
out and wins the World Cup,
that is the bigger ovation, that is
the bigger ring," he said.

"...If an important player
does miss the IPL games so be
it, because IPL happens every
year and the World Cup hap-
pens only once in four years. So,
for me I think winning the
World Cup is far more impor-
tant than winning the IPL."
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South Africa strike bowler
Anrich Nortje claimed the

key wickets of David Warner
and Marnus Labuschagne on
Wednesday to prise Australia's
grip on the third Test in Sydney
as rain plagued the opening day.

Nortje was the Proteas' star
man as he removed Warner
cheaply for 10 and late in the day
denied Labuschagne (79) his
11th Test hundred.

As bad light and rain con-
spired to prematurely end the
first day, Australia were 147 for
two with Usman Khawaja, who
averages 98 in Sydney Tests,
unbeaten on 54 and Steven
Smith yet to score.

Nortje got the big break-
through with a ripper, taking the
edge of Labuschagne's bat to get
him caught behind and end his
151-ball stay.

"I was trying to hit good
areas, not trying to be fancy, just
trying to keep it simple and try
to hit the wicket as hard as I

could," Nortje said of the crucial
dismissal.

"Luckily I got something out
of it. It wasn't really a big set-up,
just more to try and stay consis-
tent and luckily we got some nip
and bounce there."

The pacer earlier struck in
his second over of the day when
he had Melbourne Test double-
centurion Warner caught at slip
by Marco Jansen for 10.

No sooner had Smith
arrived at the wicket after
Labuschagne's departure that the
players left the field for bad light
for the final time.

"Definitely very frustrated.
Obviously, it always makes you
very angry as a batter when you
get out and then everyone walks
with you off the field," Labus-
chagne said of his dismissal.

"But at the end of the day he
bowled a really good set there
and that one obviously just
kicked."

It is the sixth bedevilled
Sydney Test out of the past seven
to be affected by rain.
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India T20I captain Hardik
Pandya has said he will not get

unduly perturbed if his side loses
a match here and there, adding
that the most important thing
was to be in "difficult situations",
which helps the team prepare for
bigger challenges.

Pandya also allayed fears
about his fitness, saying he had
to leave the field for a brief while
due to cramps as he didn't have
a sound sleep the previous night
and didn't drink enough water.

India defeated Sri Lanka in
the opening T20I by just two
runs at the Wankhede Stadium,
with unbeaten knocks from
Deepak Hooda (41) and Axar
Patel (31) giving the hosts a
decent target to defend after they
were in trouble at 94 for five.

"We might lose a game here
and there but it's alright. I want
to put this team in difficult sit-
uations because it will help us in
big games. Bilaterals we are

very good at and this is how we
are going to challenge ourselves.
To be honest, all the young guns
got us out of the situation today,"
said Pandya.

Hardik had to leave the
field for a brief while after tak-
ing a catch, and the skipper jok-
ing said he likes to scare people.

"It is just cramps. Now I
have tendency to scare people.
I did not sleep well, did not drink
enough water and hence the
glutes were stiff. I was unwell
and I had my fluids down," said
Pandya at the presentation cer-
emony.

One of the youngsters who
shone bright on the night was
debutant pacer Shivam Mavi.
The skipper was full of praise for
the fast bowler, who picked up
4/22 in his first T20 outing.

"The conversation was very
simple, I have seen him (Mavi)
bowl well in the IPL and I know
what are his strengths, just back
yourself and don't worry about
getting hit.

"I just told him to simply
bowl. I told him, 'I am backing
you. Even if you get hit, it's fine.'
If the same situation is there, I

will take the new ball."
He added, "I have been

bowling in the nets with the new
ball since I returned in the IPL.

I have learnt how to swing it
back."

Sri Lanka captain Dasun
Shanaka said the visitors ought

to have won the game.
"It was (our game to lose).

Really disappointing with the
way we finished. In Wankhede
you need the batsmen to help
you cross the line.

"I use the matchups really
well and that's the reason we
restricted India to 162. It is still
the first game and they (batters)
are really good bunch of young-
sters, they will come good,"
Shanaka said.

Mavi said he has been wait-
ing for the last six years to get
into the senior Indian team.

"Was waiting for six years
after playing U19. Had to work
hard in those six years - got
injured as well. For a while it
looked like my dream will
remain a dream. But I kept at it.

"Having played the IPL, the
nervousness is a little less. My
idea in the powerplay is to
attack and get them out.
Favourite dismissal was the first
one, getting him bowled," Mavi
said.
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Deepak Hooda understands
the difficulties of batting at

tricky No. 6 position in T20Is
and has conditioned himself
for any sort of collapse like it
happened in India's narrow win
against Sri Lanka in opening
game.

Hooda came in with India
precariously placed at 77 for 4
and his 23-ball-41 with four
sixes got India to a defendable
total of 162.

His effort earned him the
'player-of-the-match' award.

Asked if there was pressure
on him when he came in to bat
during a crucial part of the
innings with India having lost
the top and middle order, Hooda

said, "I was pretty clear in my
mind that if we lose early wick-
ets we have to build a partner-
ship and when you are batting
lower down the order at No.6,
for a situation like that, being a
cricketer, you have to be ready
for that. A collapse can happen
at any time.

"(But) I don't think it was a
collapse in the true sense as we
were in a good position. Yes, we
lost one or two extra wickets but
I think that is the role of a No.
6 and No. 7 batter (to come and
bat with confidence) be it the
first or the second match. It's a
good win," added Hooda at the
post-match press conference.

Hooda feels he had to
respect the situation and play
accordingly but at the slot he is

batting, more often than not he
would need to be a good finish-
er.

"The kind of wicket you get
you have to play accordingly.
You have to give a good total to
the team and that was going
through my mind being a bats-
man. Being a No.6 batter, if you
are playing at that position, you

have to finish the game. So, that
was the only thing going on in
my mind."

Hooda said he was able to
play freely after the spinners had
virtually stifled the top and
middle-order batters because
Wanindu Hasaranga had almost
completed his quota of overs and
the wicket too had settled down.

"Initially, the situation did
not permit hitting the ball hard,
but it was his (Hasaranga's) last
over and then he bowled a
loose ball as well. In a T20 game,
you have to keep that intent of
hitting. If you get the ball in the
right area, you have to smash it.
That was, I suppose the perfect
time to play my game and part-
ner Axar Patel and thankfully it
got executed well," he added.
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India batter Sanju Samson is unlikely to feature in
the second T20 International against Sri Lanka here

on Thursday due to a knee injury. Samson hurt his
knee while fielding in the series opener which India
won by two runs. He was dismissed cheaply in the
India innings.

"Samson has stayed back in Mumbai to get some
scans," said a BCCI source.

The injury to Samson might provide an oppor-
tunity to Rahul Tripathi to make his debut. Consistent
IPL performer Tripathi has travelled with the squad
for a while but is yet to get a game.
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